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was, for an autumnal session, even

brilliant success than

ever,

4 more

Something of

| Welsh fervor and fire got ihto the meetings.

labors of the Baptist father
fathers of the last cen- ‘of an experianced navigator to safely plow
tury. ‘The chairman, Rev, C. M. Birrell,
gave a beautiful and brief introdugtory address upon the men of the neighborhood,
whose names were household words to Bap-

through the verbs heaped up at the
end of the sentence. A tyro is sure
swamped, and is obliged, sooner or
to raise the signal of distress. ‘This
fairly doubled, one feels as if he had

other
to be
later,
capé
* put
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The. New Hampshire Bavotist State Convention was held in Brentwood the third
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little know-your

power when

you ‘say, RS

have done nothing.”
There is a book in
which a faiver record. than this is written

over " Sgainst your name.
The chairman was a Welshman.
One or
week in Oct. A few matters of interest will
tists. He descanted with much freshness
FREEWILL® BAPTIST * PRINTING
ESTABLISHMENT two readers of papers were Welshmen,
be
noted. Rev. E. Guiiford was present as i
- Events of the Week.
and several speakers at the’ public meetings.
down the rebellion,” and is entitled to a
Office, 39 Washington 8t., Dover, N.H. ¢ The cold proprieties and elegant politeness and power upon their firm grasp of evan- .medal and a pension for life,
Delegate from the N. H. Yearly Meeting.
‘s
gelical truth, their simple lives, their rare
L RN. BURLINGAME, Pablisher.
MORE APACHE REVENQES.
of our somigwhat stiff,independent brethren, power of expressing great principles in. the
Recently, I have been indulging
a little “#he additions by ‘baptism during the year,
To whom all letters on business, remittances of
would receive a rude shock by contact with common languageof the people. The ser- honest pride in my attainments in the Ger- as reported, were 250. The total memberA band of Apaches Fecently attacked a
morey, &c., should be sent. All communications
designed for publiggtion should he ‘addressed to the Welsh galvanism, but both heart and mind
ship is 8,100.
Rev. D. Gage is_State Mis-- stage passing through, their territory and
mons were by Dr. Brock, of London, who man language, but it was of short duration.
sionary, devoting all his time in assisting killed the most of its passengers. Among
may
be
the
better
for
it.
The
chairman,
Last
week
1
had
the
good
fortune
to
attend
is
always
noble
in
Bearing,
manly
in
ufterTerms: wo’? 00 per year; or it pug strictly IN AD
VANCE, $2.50
the Rev. Thomas Jones, delivered a very ance and impressive in thought; by the ‘a wedding, where I became so much inter- destitute and feeble churches. By his re- them was Fred W. Loring; of Boston, faREMITTANCES must he made in money or* characteristic address upon the relation of Rev. J. P. Chown,of Bradford, whose sonoested, that I quite /forgot, for thé moment, port it appéared that a part of his efficiency yvorably known to the literary world as a
ders, bank checks, or drafts, if possible. When
and success was in laboring with destitute. young writer of rare abilitgs He was
the
church
to
the
skepticism
of
the
age.
His
that
I was not a German, but { was soon
rous
voice
rang
through
the
large
building
the
neither of these can be procured, send the money in a
with mighty power; and by the Rev. C. awakened to full consciousness of the-fic ct, churches tl pastors were secured, In this author of several pleasing plays ang get
registered letter.
All Postmastergy
are obliged to poetic representation of a view of miracles,
register letters whenever requested to do so.
‘fayorably regarded. by some, was a new Stovel, of venerable appearance and ear- by hearing the, question, evidently not in- way two or three feeble churches had béen among the latter of whi¢h is “Two: ColThe regular charges ‘for money orders, bank
setting.of an old thought. If law does reign nest speech, and by three or four others. tended for my ear,—*1Is your friend En- supplied with pastors during the year. He" lege Friends,” which lately appeared gs a
checks, and Post Office money orders may be deevery wlhiere, perhaps oar Lord worked his The papers were upon a ** Board of Arbitra- glish- or American?” Of course, I could named one church, scatt®ged and weak, in’ serial in Old &New.
Vincent Colyer states
-. ducted from the amount due, when thus sent. Agents
miracles by a law of nature known only to tion” which the Union was neither prepar- only mentally exclaim,—*
Thy speech be- which one man not wealthy subscribed $125, that he recently passed.through the Kirkare particularly requested to make their remittances
as large as possible and thus save expenses.
and two others $100 each for the minister's land valley, in which the stage was attackhimself.
There is, it may be, a mystic ed to accept nor discuss, and upon the trayeth thee!”
Papers are forwarded until an explicit order is
stream of healin g(viirtue circulating through ve-arrangement of the Baptist colleges which
1 have also had some opportunity to study salary. In every denomination a Mission- ed, and from the circumstances” which exreceived by the Publisher for their discontinvance,
isted then,he has no doubt that the murthe Union might discuss but has no power German character, customs and style -of ary of this kind is needed.
and until payment of all arrearages is made as re- creation; and if 'we could only discover
quired by law.
The last afternoon was devoted to the ders weré committed by the Indians out of
that river and take the withered, and halt, to accomplish. The missionary character life. Perhaps I can not do better than to
Each subscriber 1s particularly reguested fo note
and sick, and dying, and bathe them in its of the meetings was their most uséful and attempt a picture of the family where I am Centennial Celebration of the Brentwood revenge for some of their band who had
the date on the label for the expiration of his sub
charmed current, we should bring them practical quality. There was a conference boarding for a few weeks. I am assured by church, it Having existed 100 years. The lately been killedby white robbers in the
seription, and to forward what is due for the ensuing
year, without farther reminder from this office.
back hale and hearty. But the grand re- op the condition of the Baptist Missionary an Ameriéan lady, who has lived in the Histories] address was by the pastor, Rev. territory. It is sad, and withal quite sigply uf the church to the skepticism of the Society at the outset. The chairman of the house for more than a year, that I am ex- C.D. Sweet, occupying one hour in the de- nificant, that so many of these Indian outNEWSPAPER DECISIONS,
age, Mr. Jones considered,should be moral, Conference deplored that there were so few ceedingly fortunate in being received into livery. The first pastor, who continued 44 rages can be traced directly to passions
1." Any person who takes a newspaper regularly
=
from rd post-ofice—whether directed to his name or not intellectual, practical,” not speculative.
laboxers now in the fiéld, and that no young this family, where I hear the purest Ger- years, was Dr¢ Samuel Shepard. Ruling kindled by miserable white outlaws.
anothef’s,
or whether he has subscribed or not—is
Elder,
John
Shepard
of
Gilmanton,
,cotemman.
from
morning
till
night.
The
house
Skepticism
is
a
time
of
winter,
«frost~
and
and
promising
men
were
applying
as
canrespons le for the
ent.
SHERIDAN UPHELD.
A
If & person
his paper discontinued, he snow; a summer of God only would melt didates for missionary work.
porary with Eld. Randall, was a relative.
In 1866 there stands, ‘as every well appointed German
The Grand Jury HeChicago has had the
"0 ‘all arvéarages,or the publisher may continue to.Trend it until pay
is made, and collect the
it. The church that believes with a calm were 39 brethren laboring in India; in 1871 house should stand, in a beer-garden, and Dr. Shepard made many preaching tours in death of Colonel Grosvenor under investiwhale amotut, whet
paper is taken from the
and strong faith, and is elothed with right- there are but 35. Of these 35, the snows of is remarkable in at least two -respects,— different parts of, New Hampshire, gather- gation, and, after a thorough examination,
eflise or not
3. The courts have decided that refusing to tks
In Meredith he baptized 4,
eousness as a garment: and -holiness as a -age are whitening the locks of some, and namely, construction and capacity for ac- ing churches.
reached unanimous
4
conclusion that there
newspapers and periodicals from the Jostotice, or
removing and leaving them uncalled for, is prima
robe and diadem, will be the best answer to the shadows of life's ev ening gatherine commodating inmates. It also &tands in in oné day. He wrote much, which, in was no good ground for an indictment
' facie evidence of intentionyl fraud.
skepticism, Contrasting Welsh peculiari- around them. The trapslator’s eye waxes close proximity to 4 Chemical Manufactory. pamphlets, &o., was issued from the Press. either against ‘young Treat, who did the
Agents receive premiums, no percentage
ties with English, Mr. Jones ferv ently hop- dim, the voice of the preacher falters, the This affords the additional opportunity for Baptism by immersion was opposed, and he shooting, Mayor Mason, General Sheridan
Bent for the Star is allowed in addition.
defend the truth. * He died or other military or civil officers under
ed that, whatev er admirable qualities Welsh- arm of the worker becomes enfeebled. inhaling mineral-matter, without the incon- was! oh
‘e pend no books out to be sold on commisrwise, with the privilege of réturning
Nov."
4,
1815,|
aged
76.
Since then Brentvenience
of
a
trip
to
the
springs,
and
the
men imitated from the English, they would Where are their successors?
Is the old
whose orders the city.svas guarded at the
never imitate the Saxon’s formality that spirit dead? Will: none come forward? disagreeable necessity of drinkirg mineral wood church has had 15 pastors, and now time ‘of the homicide.
Governor Palmer
125 members.
«+
F.
stifles enthusiasm,
the religious conservatism
Mr. Tritton yuggested that two of the ablest water, which is always more or Jess unpal- ii
and a portion of the Illinois Democrats
that trembles at its own shadow, the nar- of the brethren at home should visit India, atable. -Here oub is at liberty to freely,inhave been so earnest for Gen. Sheridan's
14
:
. a
row-minded, shrinking orthodoxy in whose and ‘preach in English inthe great cities. hale all the odors that the skill of man and
prosecution that they can hardly receive
Why
Women
are
Weak.
atmosphere the free spirit of religion gasps The public missionary meeting was in the the art of Chemistry can devise. Judging
this decision with perfect good cheer. But
—
for breath, nor yet that miserable heresy- College street chapel. The audience crowd- from’ my own experience, I can Jouestly 3
this indorsement of Sheridan's course meets
4
WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER Wl2 1871. «| hunting, which rises at times into the dig- ed the chapel from floor to roof.. All avail- affirm that I believe no American, possessMiss E. S. Phelps, who usually talks the approval of the whole country. Col.
| nity, of a learned profession. The whole able space was occupied. The people chok- ing olfactories of ordinary sensibility, could plain En glish and finds her targets in actual Grosvenor knew thathe ws passing through
The Rift of ‘Gold. .:
address was received with prolonged and ed every ‘doorway, filled all the aisles, remain here long without becoming fully life, thus utters herself in one of her later a, district under martial law. He was hailOp
.
repeated applause. The Rev. R. W. Dale, crowded pon the baptistry, and surged all aware of this advantage. All this without papers:
ed, refused to relieve any suspicions of the
Dark clouds the heavenly blue infold,
extra charge. For everything else I have
round
the
vast
rotunda
where
Mr.
Brown
When
we
consider
what
an
intricate
of
Birmingham,
preached
a
much-needed
guard
and was shot dead.
But on the sunset rifted lie,
discourse on the communion of saints in officiates every Sabbath, and even occupied had in Europe, I have paid once, and some- system of defiance to all known physiologiAnd frame, with rim of shining geld,
"AN ARRIVAL OF CHOLERA.
cal laws a woman’s dress has* become; the |
public worship, pleading for more . sympa- the pulpit stairs and, in fact, the pulpit it- times twice.
A widthof open sky.
The
Baltic
Floyd steamship Franklin arThe front door is located in the back side tender age at which this defiance begins,
thy.and fellowship in the church. There self. Mr. Gilpin, one of the members of
It hangs, an outlook calm and blest;
rived
in
New
York harbor last week with
were several public questions of importance Parliament for N orthampton, was the chair- of the house. Why it isso, I have never and the relentless pressure of it upon the forty cholera patients on board. Ten days A broad, unhindered upward way,
inquired.
It
may
be
the
result
of
architectHe spoke, as a Quakformativé
#hd the recuperative energies of
To warmer realms and lands of rest,
considered;®such as the Education Act, and man of the meeting.
from Copenhagen the first case made its.apMid waveless floods of day.
the labors of the High Commission in the er would do, of peace and tipth, He did ural taste; more likely, however, itisa the constitution; the murderous thinness pearance, and there being nearly seven
matter
of
convenience
and
economy.
I
to a
and scantiness of her underdress; the effect hundred persons in the ship, it had a fine
_. We reach far out beyond
the Hit,
matter of dispute with America. The Union not forget to make touching reference
And long to follow or to hold;
is strongly in favor of undenominational sister of his laboring as a missionary in state facts, and can not be held responsible of the absence of flannels, and the -eustom field of operation. There were nearly one
But eastward whirls the ceaseless drift,
of baring the neck and arms, upon the senschools, and goes in heartily for interna- Madagascar, nor to hold up to the meeting for the philosophy outof which they grew.
To depths of night and cold.
The ground floor is made of stone, ma- sitive tissues of the lungs and heart; the hundred cases on the voyage, of which forty
tional arbitration. There are to be, as a Carey's old sign-board on which is written,
proved fatal.
Since reaching New York
Yet souls fy out and up, so far,
resultof the Union holding its session at *¢ Second-hand Shoes bought and—" the rest terial which, it is well known, will stand check to all even circulation of the blood and there have been quite a number of new
They have no nked of earthly light,
.| Swansea, more Congregational chapels built is wanting. The two chief speakers were considerable scrubbing without serious in- healthy condition of the skin inflicted by cases, the most of which have been transOr flame of heaven-enkindled star,
in Wales, but the lament of English Con- Mr. Millard,from Jamaica,and Mr. Goolzah jury; but the first glance inside the door, the imperfect and’ compressed covering of ferred to the West Bank hospital. The facts
To solace darkest night.
gregationalists is that it was never so easy Shah, from Calcutta. Mr. Millard defend- leaves one beyond the possibility of doubt her feet and hands; the unhealthy heat of naturally occasion some alarm among the
Past sun and stars; in deeps behind
to build chapels, but never so difficult to ed the negro from the charges brought that the qualities of the stone have not been the head, sonsequent on the manner in citizens, but owing to sanitary precautions
These trailing clouds and lower cold, .
find
ministers equal in their acquirements against him, and greatly pleased the audi- recently tested .by either broom or brush. which custom requires her to collect her and to the lateness of the season, it is quite
May he who looks forever find
4
and powers to the work for which they are ence with his sketches of character and life One inevitably concludes that this entrance hair into a wad of padding at the base of
The open rift of gold.
likely thatthe disease will be checked where
required.
Very striking and impressivé in Jamaica. Mr. Goolzah Shah, a Bengalee, leads to the coal cellar.
the brain ; the clasp of a rack of steel and it is.
-— Advance.
This
state
of
things
may
properly
be
dewhalebone about all the vital organs of the |’
was a missionsry address from the Rev. vindicated the churches of Bengal from the
THE CRUSHED WHALING: FLEET.
Griffith John, who has but just returned suspicion of weakness and inefficiency with nominated resultant condition, and depends body ; the straight-jacket snap with which the
English Correspondence.
The surviving officers and a part of the
from China. His view of mission work is which they were regarded by some because chiefly for its existence upon the united ac- seams of her dress meet about her shoulders,
most hopeful and encouraging ; and he does they could not go alone, asked for a col- tion of two anterior causes. One of these arms and chest; the results inevitable up- crew of the whaling fleet which was crush. DERBY, ENGLAND, Oct. 24, 1871.
The autumn has brought a fall and heavy not despair ever of China. Confucius must lege for the training of. native pastors, and causes exists in the form of a pretentious- on making the hips the pivot upon which ed by ice in the arctic seas have arrived in
crop of popular and deliberative assemblies. pale his glimmering fire before the Sun of spoke with much power of the hindrances looking pump which stands by the door- her heavy clothing is hung, ‘and the New Bedford. Their statement is that the . The Education League has considered at righteousness; and as truly as success has and helps to the spread of the gospel in step,—the other in German character. fulerum upon which all the motion of her Esquimaux warned them of the danger of
Birmingham the working of the new Edu- appeared in Madagascar, it will appear in Bengal. A few words from Mr. Wilkinson It were well for the whole country if more body must swing in walking—if, ‘indeed, penetrating go far among the numerous
cation Act, and has agreed upon its pro- India and China. But Mr. John thinks bet- appropriately closed the meeting, calling of these pumps stood in proper places, and we apply that term to the infantine toddle igebergs, but whales were plenty and they
gramme for the next session of Parliament. ter and abler men must be sent out. Con- upon young men to dedicate themselves to the water, accompanied with a liberal with which women are driven to get about went ahead. Soon they were surrounded
amount of soap, were vigorously and un- the world ; above all, the unreasonable and by great fields of ice. They tried to escape,
The opposition of the League to the pay- fucius ‘said, ‘“ You can't carve on rotten this great and noble work.
sparingly “applied to people and things in cruel custom which compels her to drep but the monster bergs kept closing in upon
ment out of the local rates of fees to de- wood,” and you can never make missionaTHOMAS GOADBY.
general. As to this pump, for whose exist- ‘heavy skirts about her lower limbs and feet, them, slowly however, as though they were
hominational schools is firm,steady and un- ries of anything but men of the highest
de
ence, if not, for whose location, I have been thus endangering her life on all occasions, sure of their prey.and in no hurry to crush
compromising. It is well that it is so, ‘for, stamp and the most vigorous life. The
Goren Language and Life. as grateful as for any ome thing I have her health on ‘any but a dry summer day it. But this gave the crews a chance to eswhile we are told of a reaction in America men that are wanted are men in every way
found in Europe, many good things may and ‘her self-reliance forever; when we cape, which many of them did, only to sce .
No \ 5
cnt ln
in favor of the denominational system, we well furnished, Every missionary should
Two months in Germany afford sufficient be said, The vegetables for the household consider the extentto which the. common their stanch and powerful vessels crushed
find the Catholic clergy of Ireland bent be a Hamilton in metaphysics,a John Stuart
upon making all the common schools of that Mill in political economy ; he sheuld know opportunity for one to become so much ac- undergo a general drenching, and as there occupations of a_woran deprive her of the like eggshells by the drifting ice.” Over a
country denominational. The Social Science as much about protoplasni as Professor quainted with the language that it is possi- isno arrangement for conducting the wa- open air, of exercise, of change of scene, score of ships were thus destroy ed,and many
Congress has met at Leeds, and made
Huxley, and’ as “much about monkeys as ble to manage a conversation on ordinary tery element away, it stands about the "of acquaintance with the word; of the ex- thousand barrels of oil-last. The result is,
another large contribution of debate towards Mr, Darwin. But he must be an inspired topics, with tolerable ease. As proof of door, thus rendering it impossible for a tent to which they are adapted - to produce that the price of this 105f commodity is conthe re-organization ef society and the re- man as well. ‘The inspired man and the this, I need only say that I am able to or- person to enter. the house without taking all the varieties of sedentary disease ;” when siderably advanced, and ship-building is re-“] der my breakfast at a hotel, assure myself along a considerable portion of the outside we consider the unlimited influence of the viving at New Bedford and . Nantucket.
generationsof the world. The United King- inspired book will conquer the world.
world. The coal and mud remain where mind upon the body, of happiness upon Moy lives were lost in the terrible cadom Alliance hasynot been behind its neigh* The autumnal session of the Congrega- whether the bill therefor is correctly made
!
bors in philanthpbphy, but. bas held crowd- tionalists at Swansea was preceded a few out, and take a carriage for the railway sta- they are deposited, because they are not re health, and. the brooding morbidness and lamity.
moved
;
and
they
are
not
removed
because
acute
suffering
which
the’
livés™
of
women
ed anniversary meetings at Manchester, and days by the autumnal session of the Baptist tion, with about as much ease as I could do
' THE RECENT STORM.
they*do not offend German taste. Certain- so largely induce in them—shall we findit
inaugurated a Fund of £100,000 for agitat- Union at Northampton. The place was the same thing in America.
The
long-continued
drought seems to be
ing the question of the Suppression of liquor- singularly ' well-chosen. Not in all EngTo say the least, this isan advance on ly, the appliances for their remoyal are at a matter of surprise that women as a race fairly broken by. the heavy storm ofelast
hand,, for there stands the friendly pump,
traffic in this country,
land could a spot anywhere be found more any former experience. It may seem a and the expense. of doing the work can be are diseased and feeble, and are bestowing Tuesday and Wednesday. It extended all
upon the world a future legacy of ‘diseased
Meanwhile, religious assemblies have con- hallowed and sacred among Baptists than simple thing to pay a hotel-bill, provided
but a trifle, for a strong, healthy German and feeble children? Shall we wrap. this through New England, excepting/Veérmont,
tended with educational and philanthropic this thriving and- ancient «provincial town. one has money, but the matter assumes a
land to the south ‘and west of New York.
meetings for a shite of public attention. Here the Rylands, father and som, lived character of complexity, - after one’s pow- girl will work the whole: year” through;~for-|- Fined creature away in’ a ‘shawl to.
twenty-five dollars, It: i§ said that the gnd say, with sorrowful assurance: “Behold The rivers have come up with a rush, floatThere have been Presbyterian Synods, re- and labored, and here the father ‘was bur- ers of speech and gesticulation have been
ing away much property that was not propwife of an English clesgyman, who resided woman ‘as God made her”?
vealing no very flattering things of the ied. Here, in the river Nen, a little be- exercised to their utmost capacity, for the
erly secured; rail and carriage roads have
Woman as God made her! As man and been badly washed, and travelers have
compactness and harmonious working of yond Dr. Doddridge's chapel, William Ca- space of ten minutes, in fruitless efforts to inthe house last year, became a little anxious as she thoughtof allowing so distin- the devil and her own cowardice have made
that Genevan institution; and there has rey was baptized by Dr. Ryland. Here ascertain the amount of the bill, ~—the clerk,
been experiencing the usual delays; the
beeh a Church Congress, once more show-- Carey, after preaching béfore a meeting of meanwhile, making equally vigor ous and guished a personage as an English Bishop her! God never made such women. as aré tides were unusually high in the harbors,
ing to the world what a *‘ happy family” of ministers, was seized by the hand by An- equally unsuccessful exértions to commu- to enter the house through this dark pas- cradling the next generation in this land to- flowing up into a good many streets and takbishops.and clergy, high and low, broad drew Fuller, who said,—‘ Brother we nicate the important fact. At length, both sage. At length in a very timid and humble day. Side by side with ‘‘female illitera- ing off considerdble merchandise from the
and narrow, exist together in love in the must know each other better.” Here, ‘too, parties subside into a momentary silence, manner, she ventured to suggest the pro- ‘cy,” female feebleness is running a race wharfs; added to this, the wind was very
national Noah's Ark. It is difficult to un- at a similar ‘meeting, Carey first proposed as if to take breath for a fresh struggle. priety. of cutting a gateway through the among us. ' Neglected brains and’ tortured high at times, forcing the rain ‘into buildderstand how the ponderous organization for consideratjon the question of the duty But just before the ‘effort is renewed, the hedgé enclosing the garden, and thus al- bodies are working their own. way upon ings that were not absolutely waterproof
Thought- aod removing chimneys and goofs that were
-of Presbyterianism can be set in motion of Christians to attempt the spread of the clerk bows, and with an expression of hope lowing people access to the front part of our actual and possible mothers.
about such trifles as the removal of a cush- gospel among heathen nations; and here, on his countenance, retreats in good order,’ the house. The good German Frau failed ful physicians are perplexed -and alarmed. too much exposed. But the dry earth has
ion from a pew in a church; but it is easy as ‘he made the proposil, the elder Ryland saying something just as incomprehensible to see any occasion for making an incision We are 4 beautiful, useful and elevated or- received an abundant wetting, and most
to see, when a clerical congress meets, administered ‘the ‘sharp rebuke,—** Young as everything elsé he has said, but which, into the nicely trimmed hedge, and was so der of animals ; the world has done the right | people are rejoiced there-at,
wherein the various sections of our Angli- man, sit down; when God pleases to con- ‘from what follows, must mean,—‘‘1 will afflicted becanse it had occurred to any one thing by us; it has stalled and fed us; it
A CHECK UPON HAZING.
- oan Establishment disport themselves; thas vert the heathen he will do it without your ‘speak to the clerk who understands En- that ‘her house needed improvement, that has petted and praised us; wha. can comshe wasbathed in tears for a week.
plain ?
;
‘
"the vénerable machine of the State-Cburch aid or mine.” With such associations, to- glishi
Hazing has for a long time been 30 frere
Of this~house, and its occupants, more VJ
-quent and severe at. West Point that the
The first month in Germany, avith the
8 and jars so much in, its movemerts gether with the fact that before the Rylands,
J. W. H.">
Many a discouraged mother folds her tir- practice has become an actual reproach.
tintIb will not, be, a matter of surprise if Doddridge with his academy, his Expositor, . ‘meaningless, discordant clash and clang of may be said at a future time.
ied hands at night; and feels as if she had, Members of Tower classes were treated like
some seious break-down in the whole frame- his hymns and his devout and, holy life, German consonants incessuntly ringing in : North Germany, Oet. 26.
188UED BY THE

Ld

The Warning Star.
$

AN york of ‘the Institution should presently oc- "had made Northampton famous iri the An* One other feature of the Church Con- | nals of N onoconformity,—with such associa

Pr oan nok be overlooked. Again, though) tions it was not to be doubted that a large
With much strenuous o osition, -the
ques- number of Baptists would meet here, and
tion of the freedom of 2¢ ‘Church of ih enthusiastic meetings “be held. Two featland, from, the Paslamoniany control has ures marked the, session, the prominence
been raised, It is something” gained when given to missionary enterprise,’ and the
the discussion of this subject within the provision made for evangelistic services.

pale of the establishment is allowed, and

even encouraged. When a church ‘doubts
the wisdom of its fundamental law, reform
ar revolution may not be far off.

This was appropriate in the town where
Carey was baptized, and
the country
where
the Baptist Mission was
fprmed, and amid
the scenes and associations of the Apostolic

one's ears, is a severe

after all, ‘done

test, even for Ameri-

can courage. The structure of the German sentence plainly indicates that its primay object is not simplicity and ease of
comprehension. One gets on very well in
the first part of a sentence, where are to
be met a dozen, more or less, monesyllabic nouns, prepositions, adverbs and va-

rious other parts of speech, with here and
there a dissyllable to break the monotony,
all thrown together in an apparently promisonous manner; but it requires the skill

nothing,

Christ's heart was always in heaven while

not spent 4f“1416

he wai on edrth, and everything came forth

Ts it nothing, that

although

moment
your

she

has]

since she rose.

little helpless

chil-

to him in all the savor of. the Father's love. ‘drenhave had some one to gome to ‘with
He was of | one’heart and ong mind, with the their childish griefs and joys? Is it nothing
Father. ‘I want to be like Christ; I want that your husband feels ‘‘safe,” when he is
the world to say, ‘Like Master, like serv- ‘away to his business, because your careful
ant.”
The: present object of the Lord hand directs everything at home? Is it noth-

Jesus is to have a people who shall display
hii in their ways and thoughts and doings:
~—gpeaking out intelligently and practically what he is.

ing, when his business is over, that he has
‘the blessed refuge of home, which you have

dogs, apd whoever met the displeasure of ~
a few self-appointed rulers received the
most aggravating’ abuse. ‘But’ the custom
has finally received an effectual" check ' by
the action of Secretary Robeson, who has
dismissed six cadets and deprived others of
all privileges for stated terms. He wishes

it to be understood that he will, if necessary
to abolish the abuse, dismiss every. cadet
who may refuse the fallest obedience to the

that day done your best to brighten and re- | regulations. ‘Which decision will canse but
fine ? Oh, weary and faithful mother, you precious little dissatisfaction in the land.
»
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@ ommumcations.

ate desk, endorses hig
it, hands

The

gh

er drawer, and then
site the Bank,

ed.

Green-

and

put off inferior

the coin

to fhe

thing you would not dare to attempt upon a
well-infoimed customer? Do you, always,

ed over by the LordQfayor,

and

House,

apartments, ‘it

Be-

never offering: a
never over-stating?
laundress, your hired

contains a

which

veiled by the Prince of Wales,

was un-

in

connec-

tion with appropriate exercises, a little more

than two years Ago.

Aldermen, and

thousand,) and is circumseribed within narrow bounds, being about a mile and a half

the street.

and varying’in

width, from less than half a mile to nearly a
mile.
But this smél! area is rich in historjc associations; it is crowded with monuments, public buildings, and churches; it

ous pile of buildings; standing right ‘across

but its

site,

at

least

in

of the

some

places, is known, and although only one of
the gates remains, their localities dre marked by the names of streets, parishes,
wards.
Let us commence at
*

and

\

THE

TOWER

OF

LONDON.

This is at the sSuth-east corner of the
city, on the shore of the river- Thames.
You have often seen pictures of it; and

have marked the square tower with its four
turrets as. the principal object in these pictutes. Perhaps you have thought that this
was the tower of London.
This is only
mistaken.

If so, you were

the

strongest part of the fortress.

“Keep,”

or

It is known

_ as the White Tower, and was built in 1178,
One
by Gundulph, bishop of Rochester.
might have thoughthe would have had
more important business “on "hand; but
many of the so-called bishops of those days
were feudal lords and military chieftains.
The “Tower of London” is the name of a
which covers several
‘castle or fortress

acres, enclosed by a thick

wall,

on which

were planted numerous pieces of heavy artillery; and which was surrounded by a
deep moat, filled with ‘water, the only

justice,

spent here will afford matter

glass

they are

intended to represent, nor what they
placed there for. I used to visit this
frequently in my childhood days, and
mystified for a while, as many other
dren have been, by being truthfully

that

‘‘when

these

giants

were
hall
was
chiltold

hear the clock

to

and work, when can I sleep?” referring

our

take

time
is gone;

and

to

And still'another

refused

I intended

you to St. Paul's; to Temple

Christmas, if they are not frozen to death,

During the first. prayer the three little offenders quietly walked out of the house and

signs of returning life and animation before April or May; and not until the Jul

¢o come

left.

Although

pas-

Time

Lower

outof her hiding-place at all.

Tsoon found
Two grievous backsliders returned to the
that trying to reason with them was fruft- | fold on, this occasion with deep and, we

tree,” but. the work must be done,

:

and a

Duties

to

rll

God.

| presence of a just God in all his pollution.

Gd

“1 CALCULATE TO DO ABOUT RIGHT.”
Whoever has been a¢enstomed to speak
freely to people about their soul's welfare,
has, not unfrequently, met with the above
response. In the mouth of an impenitent
sinner, and such, I believe, are
use it, reference appearsto be

duties

one

owes

to men,

and

more directly owed to God.

most apt to
had to the

not

those

__ dictionary.“ Ifall the conversation here is
the most choice character, you may
yet learn something by a visit to this-market.
:
;
:
At the end of the street, we are at Lon-

don Bridge, the first of the series, as you as-

Oh, that we could give him encouragement
to hope that through Christ even he might
be mile

clean.

;

Speaking of this reminds me of an unsuccessful effort I made to visit the women
confined in the Balasore jail. Sometime
since, I received information that the wom-

en there wished me to teach them to read
and do needle-work. I at onee applied to

The duties Mr. Lyons, the Superintendent of the. jail,

directly owed to God are mostly overlooked.
—or, a formal service onlyis recognized

for liberty to do this.

I wish

enteen women.
All except one wished to
be taught. They séemed greatly pleased

to talk

to any

reader

who

is

in

the habit of using this language as it is commonly used by impenitent persons, when
their duty is seriously pressed home, by
ministers, or by other Christians.

business, recreations,

and

all things?

As

a drawbridge

across

was openedBy King William IV. on Aug.

Do

mission,

and

He readily gave per-

on my first visit, I found sev-

with the interest taken in them, and when
I tried to show them the result of crime,

and the suffering it entailed upon their families as well as upon

themselves,

the

tears

and sobs of some of them told too plainly
that they felt the consequences of. guilt,
and left a faint hope that they might be

ed twice weekly, and a very excellent Chris-

his cause your cause, and live for eternity,
trusting, with all your heart, for pardon and

Syperintendent,

salvation, in the merits of Christ, and not in

now,

visit,

however,

a

difficulty

arose with'the

o fills the office, just

of Civil! Surgeon here. . Had he been

your supposed
about right, you
1y aim to do all
hardly pretend,

sh.

Men are not saved by out-

The young ruler, who
ward moralities.
1,1831. I was ‘there to see.” It has five
went away sorrowful from Christ, and of
arches,is 928 feet long, and 54 feet wide:
whom we hear no more, was, doubtless,
« Looking north, up Fish Street Hill, you
as good a man as yeu.
;
see the Monument of the Fire of London,
But, even your supposed good works are
It is a fluted Dorie column, is two hundred

and two feet high, and was eréoted in’ 1671

~77. The great fire which it commemoThe spice coverrates occurred in 1666,

We now go westward; up King William

* Street
till we reach the open space at the

end into which Lombard," Cornhill, Throgur

morton, and numerous

their teeming multitudes,

BEF therd re a

_ trio of public buildings of world-wide fame

There is the Bankof England, with its

of elerks, porters, and other emthousands

ployees, and its vaults containing bullion,
‘motes, &e, It is a peculiarity of the Bank
a bill
s
England that it never reissue
f
;

to the Bank |
uAf oue goes
and before he leaves the
.

building coneludes to get coin for a note he

asking Government

to remove him.

In

this memorisl Mr. Smith's illness was mentioned and his treatment of him as the ‘case
most in point,

and

when

Mr.

Smith

was

asked to sign it he felt obliged to do so, as
it was known to all the residents that he

radically defective. You have not done
them unto God. 1am supposing you to be was dismissed before the arrival of Bro.

in upon them wilktheybe

~~

Now, why should this be? Why should
our children lose their Sunday-school privileges, and ip fact, the only religious privileges which some of them enjoy, during
the most enjoyable portion of the year?
“Well,” says Deacon A., “it can’t be.

Then,

Niggasoy
L}

too,

» special

work

in

winter, if ever, there-is a

of grace”

in

the church;

then, if ever, the membership got “warmed

up;” why

not carry some

of

this warm-

beartedness into the Sunday-school and let;

at least, the*
” fall on the little
ones? Look well to it, brother, that your
love of ease dose not lie at the bottom of
all these excuses. You have no right to
load your negligence on the backs of the
little folks; you had better shoulder it yourself and go to work manfully.. All you
need is a live superintendent, and a corps of
earnest, faithful, and sacrificing teachers,

and I will insure you at least two-thirds
your usual numberof children. You may

be assured that God's blessing will rest up-

John

Thomas’s

:

LN

Mistake.

Sunbeam.

LC

|

|
{
|
|

|

TurustrATIONS

IN TEACHING.

‘‘ Where

shall I gather illustrations for my class?”
On the source from which they are drawn
depends, in a great ‘measure, their value.
Good bank-notes come from the banker, not

| from the counterfeiter.
No one has any
{ right to bave counterfeits, so no teacher has

i

“John Thomas was an estimable man, and | a right to use spurious illustrations.
ConLast year they suffer- | had the Christian graces in such abundance | vey- thé truth
the simplest illustrations
hu- | possible, and with the least circumlocution.
of water on.their fields; | that the overflow was contipual, and

ed

for the

want

{ manity enriched thereby.
ta
ule
this year they are drowned out. And a
John Thomas had unlimited faith in his
short time ago, there was a famine, I ad- neighbors, and would trust them long after
ded. which swept away a large number of everybody else had ceased to have any conthe inhabitants. ‘Yes, and why is it ? ” tidence in them. Although deceived again
nd again, he would trust them just as readWell,” I replied, “I suppose God would ily, always fortifying himself with the hope
teach you that your allis in his hands, and that they would certainly. do better next
that your gods can do nothing for you. time,
He believed that everybody had a good
Verily nothing, either good or evil.” Then
followed quotations from their shastras to side and a bad side, and, if the latter appeared more prominent than the former, it
show that ~they should worship
God, was because we took particular pains to see
in various places, through their images, only that side, without giving a man credit
’
&c., and anon made a second quotation for possessing anything better.
These Christian graces have such wondeclaring that thereis but one God. The
derful illaminating
power, that they not
discussion continued, they asking numerous
only brighten the pathway of the possessor,
questions and raising old thread-bare ob- but cast a radiance over all with whom he

jections while

Turged them to repent -and

abandon their false gods and refuges of
lies, &c.. As we were about to part company,’ a very characteristic reply cane out,

as proverbial a phrase for stupidity here, as
it is among white folks. What is to be
done, when men having eyes will not see,
and ears,

till within a week

past, and many

are suf-

fering from fevers. On the 23d inst., our
excellent brother, and senior native preacher, passed away, after a term of 25 years
service. He was a good map, and a good
preacher. His faith and his sin
often been sorely tried and well
they

date I found the road

in places

still under

water, and but for our new bridge and
causeways, would have been quite impas-

sable on horse-back.

I found Sister Craw-

ford (it being Saturday) hard at work;
pruning and clearing up her garden, aided
by a detachment of her girls. This garden,
and especially the flowers, is not merely

y

| Instead of relying on encyclopedias, etc.,
| go into the streets with open eyes; pick up _

the dead, broken branch which lies at your

| feet

and

convert it into an illustration of a

| faultless Christian life. Be wide awake,
| be diseriminating; or, if the expression
may be allowed,
possess sanctified
gumptio. No teacher has
a right to go to his
class without an Meatativh no enforce He.
truth. "The Saviour preached the
in
| the trees, in the folds, in the a
Why
not we? An illustration is to be used to
gain attention and to carry home the truth. '
Egploy such as are within the compreliension of the child. ‘Let Greek mythology
alpne.

on

Take

,God's

every

hard,

the lanes.

Look

illustratiops, scattered

in the fields, the gardens,
at

the flowers, the grass,

all nature, and pray God to open your eyes.’
comes in contact..
An excellent help is to have a Bible with a
John. Thomas saw that religion was not | wide margin, in which to note down,.as
a ‘spontaneous

he

and

growth in the village where

resided, ¢ a bright and" shining light,”

you find them, such illustrations as bear upon any -particular
passage.
After a while

so he sef about planting the seeds of Jou will have a book

truth, and protecting the young slips from
contaminating influences.
Any project that John Thomas might

propose was sure to be met with universal
favor, for he generally did all the work him-

self, and
mation.

was

voted

in president by acclaio,

So the Sunday-school was started on an

will not hear ?

+The past month has been a very rainy one

ued neglect of Christ proves that you do in his place, so I trust I shall again be per- | ed by the absence of a number of worldlynot perform even these lesser serviees unto mitted to work among these ignorant and minded members, Among so jarge a number of young disciplds there are of course
’
God. And, why should he accept,—as wicked women...
more or less casualties during the month,
the
from
died
The other day our Zemindar
done for him,—that which was mot meant
and as the time for the monthly meeting apto
journey
a
on
contracted
fever
a
for him? Even a man of self-respect, un- effects of
lessin pressing need, would scarcely ac- Poori. Shortly after his death, Oma, the proaches, our Lady Superior is often visited,
cept of that which was not intended for him. woman who goes to the school in. Baraba- not: exactly as confessor, but to obtain aid
You would (eel no gratitude toward ‘one, ta with Saweetes, called to see his wife and in effecting reconciliation and absolution.
who, not caring for you, accidentally, or mother, who are almost frantic ‘with grief. + Ipthis way mutual bickerings are confessbefore
‘selfishly, and for some by~end, made you a They live next door to a family who send ed and got rid of, which had never.
come
to
the
noticé
of
the
Principal.
De
means
this
by
and
school,
present. Why should God accept as holy, two girlsto this
‘services “which were ‘performed without Oma found them. ' She said the mother ly interesting cases of conscience are some
the least: thought of supremely honorin, drank in her words of consoldtion most times brought to light in this manner. Just
eagerly, and begged her to come every | as I was taking my seat at the table after
him ?
The
:
:
But, examine your good works a. mo- day; ‘ for,” she said, *‘ my days ara few, | preaching Sabbath afternoon, a slip’of panur

beams

thoroughly thawed out.

so hardly dealt with,

an impenitent moralist. - You did not heart- Phillips from Midnapore. On hearing of
ily intendto perform them unto God. If this, Mr, Lyons became very angry, and the a hobby with our excellent sister, but a
ed by the ruins was four hundred and thir- you had, you would have been a man of next time I went to the jail I was refused real health-preserver. - Her passion for her
ty-six acres, and only seventy-five acres re- faith and prayer; which you are mot. If admittance unleps I first notified the Super- flowers is such that however jadedat the.
mained on which the property was uninjur- you had, you would have loved Christ, and ‘intendent. This T understood to be a re- close of the day, attention to these domestic.
ed. 'Ehis monument has a staircase on the
trusted in him, and given him all the glory fusal, and wo it ended here, for a time. We pets serves both as rest and recreation.
‘inside, and from an - outside gallery near “of anything which you consider. desirable have, however, just heard that he is to be
Our Covenant meeting this afternoon
‘the top we may have a view of the busy in your character. The fact of yonr contin- removed and afiother person appointed was interesting, though somewhat sadden-

throngs im the streets below.

sunshine

| on your undertaking. —~Salem

me to tell them why it was that they were |

made to see its heinousness in the sight of viz. “If our wise men would lead the way,
God. An arrangement was made with the something might be done; but can an ass
Superintendent to have these visits repeat- become a horse?” The thistle-eater is just

you take his word as your guide,—and not tian lady living in the place kindly offered
worldly maxims instead? Do you publicly to assist me, as it was not thought best to
take your stand on the Lord's side, make takgyin native assistants. After the second

must:

be so nearly dead as to show no

;

unconditional basis, and John Thomas had
everything his own way for a while. Then
he needed assistance, and,
having no
thought of individual capacity, enlisted
recruits from all quarters,
those who
were tinged with every.shade of doctrine.

good works? If you do “either socially, griproféssionally qualified to
will honestly and supreme- fill the position, no trouble would have
thé Thames at London is altogether imHe meant, of course, to be the eontrollin
this, and mere.—You will arisen; but unfortunately he was neither,
practicable, no ships can “pass, London
wer himself; it was his pet scheme; an
my friend, that such is your and one after another of the residents ree had no idea that any one would feel like
Bridge, but as you look up the river, you
habitual endeavor.
But, you mean, per- fused to recognize him as a member of
relieving him of the responsibility.
seeit is still crowded, but with smaller
In place of murhaps, that as a man, a citizen, a neighbor, Society. - Missionaries are however suppos- “endured the fiery ordeal.
But it is a noticeable fact that those who
- craft. The Bridge itself presents a busy
“you calculate to do about right by your fel- ed to be privileged persons, and they who muring at our great loss occasioned by the have the least to do in any organization
scene. By actual count, it has been found low-men. If you did this, yet neglected follow the example of their great Teacher, death of this beloved brether, we should have always the most to say, and the confusion of tongues] became so great in John
that twenty thousand vehicles and one
and disobeyed God,—if you could do this extend their labors to the low as well as the rather thank God for having spared him to Thomas's Sting. sehiout that there was
hundked and seven thousand. pedestrians,
us
so
long
and
all
unite
in
beseeching
the
With the hope ‘of ‘benefiting this
without supreme regard to him, you could high.
every indication
that Babel would speedily
cross it every. twenty-four Hours.
And this not be accepted. You weuld,
man and his family we had made an effort Lord of the harvest, to send forth more la-. be rebuilt. Miss thornberry had her ideas
is only one of mumerous bridges which only have performed a part of your duty, to be on social terms with him after.we felt borers into his harvest.
about Sunday-schools, how they should be
:
stand in ‘close proximity te each other. and this not the most important part. Ev- obliged to dispense with his services in a
From the 2nd to the 19th inst., the coun- con lucted; «and all that; Mr, Capsicum
chose to follow a theory whose practicabiliThe new London Bridge, very near the
professional capacity. But about this- time try was so flooded that I did not make my
site of the old one which was pulled down, | *® “then, not believing: in: Christ, you the residents had drawn up 4 memorial usual visits at Jellasore, and on the latter ty had been te ted, and proved a failure;
cend the river.

they will

parents? We think it is, to a very great’ex-

great share of it through native agency, so
the nidre we can do to train and develop

. A FRIEND,

S—

8S. 8. Department,

You say you calculate to do about right,
and seem to think that, in fact, you come
ing; in connection with which two thoupretty near doing about right. Do you,then,
sand, two hundred and thirty persons dre
daily Pray to God, asking his. blessing, and
employed in the various departments. A
"little beyond this is Bulingsgate, the far- thanking him, from your heart, for his merfamed fish ‘market, which has. furnished a cies? Do you make it your settled purpose
to honor him in all your ways,— in your

word for the language, ‘the “meaning of
. which you will learn by consulting your

conscience does seem to

sleep at times, yet it is very pleasing to see
the loyalty paid to its dictates by these
young disciples.
:
'

¥

.

Frostbefore

self-examination and caution,and proceeded.

the midday nap... Anothér said,” *‘ Who is
‘to take eare_of the babies and cook the
rice

:

FROST-BITTEN SUNDAY-SCHOOLS,
bitten Sunday-schools!
Yes, and

I-therefore stated the fact, exhorted to great

Bay, the only remaining gate of the city ; to
the New Meat Marketon the site of Smithfield; where so many Protestants were
burntito death in the days of the Queen
called “Bloody Mary;” to the splendid
railway station in Cannon Street; to the
site of the London Wall; to Cripplegate
church where John Milton is buried; and
to numerous other objects of interest.
But
it is ever so when one is: sight-seeing. The could not save this Brahmin from the law.
JOURNAL EXTRACTS.
time passes all too quickly; and the day Let us thank God for ldws that will bring
Ava. 31, 1871. On my way home from
comes to a close long before we have ac- to justice the high as well as the low. But
complished all we had intended to do, or we feel very sad to-day for the poor man. Jollasore, this morning, I fell in with two
He ‘would be allowed Christian counsel if men going in search of rice plants, to re- |
have seen what we wished to see.
he desired it, not otherwise. The intima- plant where theirsfirst sowing had been
W.
H.
p
tion that he desires it must first come from drowned owt by the late flood. Entering
himself, so the guilty man must go into the into conversation with them they wished

a narrow thoroughfare,
. Thames . Street,
densely crowded, along which you find it
In ‘this street
difficult to make your way.
is the Custom House, a very large build-

)

One young woman said, ‘“If I learn ta read

ipliment insincerely,
Do you treat your
man, the poor,. the

upon the

Workman.

What wae

tent. They do not exercise that care and
solicitude over their children, which it is
native talent, the nearer we come to ac- their duty to do as parents.
*Our Daily Experience. ¥
Some, not be|.
complishing the object of our mission.
‘ing very scrupulous themselves, are less so
We have several very hopeful cases in reference to their children. And too oftIam alone just new, and my mind is
among
the boys now in the school and hope en is this the case with many professedly
busy thinking of friends in the home land.
Wonder if they would care to know of a good work is begun among them. Joseph pious parents. But perhaps they are inconsome’ things that happen now and then Fullonton is doing well as a teacher, - and siderate, and do not properly reflect upon
the evil tendencies of Sabbath breaking. It
around us. . A Brahmin is to be hung within is a great help in Sabbath school also.
D. F. SMITH.
is; however, time that parents and guar-'
sight of our house to-morrow morning at :
Balasore, India, Sept. 13.
dians sliould themselves set good examples,
sun-rise. . He held a responsible place unand see that they are well followed by those
der a rich Zemindar.: This Zemindar is a
Missionary Life.
very wealthy and bigoted Hindu; but he
under their care.
B.

nected withIb have numerous paintings.
But

inattentive and full of excuses.

than

materigl of which it is constructed.—8. 8.

to be done? ‘To call out their nameés before all would be a very severe punishment.

time, in this place not long since, 1 found
the | women

on the style of architecture

out deficiency. Are yours such P—My poor less, and left, telling them I wanted to car- trast, hearty penitence and confession of
‘done; think how bad the
roads are, and
If they refused it, sin, and were reinstated.
J. PaiLLps,
friend, you are deceiving yout own soul, if ry light to their homes.
how
«many
stormy
Sandays
ors
are, and
yqu imagine that you come near’ doing the responsibility rested with them, and re—why, we never did such a thing before ;
et
——
* about right,” or ever will, in your impen- | solved in my own mind not to go again un- |
was never heard of in this
such a-t
Sabbath Desecration.
neighborhood jy why ="
.
itence. No; you are a vain-glorions sin- less 1 received a fresh call, About thifhe
Hold, my good deacon, don’t get so exner, going towards the Judgment with a lie weeks aftera most earnest entreaty came to
cited over the subject! T've seen it done,
on your very lips. Do not trust in the] de visit therm once more, which I hope to do That the Sabbath is desecrated by all with my own eyes, and ‘helped to do it too.
shortly.
classes of people is a fact that comes under
lusion, which those words at the head of
Away up among the hills of New Jersey
Not the least interesting feature of the the eye of every observer.
The young in we started a mission-school, in a little old
this article usually gover, If you look to
the Law for justification, you will be sure zenana work is that it. develbps and brings
particular are more guilty in this respect school house. We gathered them in—those
into
requisiton
native
female
talent.
I
althan perhaps any other portion of communi- mountain boys and girls—gathered them in,
to fail ; for itmever winks at any deficiency.
till the house was full, full to overflowing,
But you are sadly deficient, even as to ways held Oma in high regardybut I did ty. It isno uncommon thing to see the and ‘during the summer we had a oer
not
know
half
her
worth
until
shé
was
emyoung and rising generation absenting ing school. When the autumn came, the
the things in which you have’ gloried.—
Places that 1 themselves from the house of worship, and crodkers cried, * You must close the school ;
And those duties due directly to God—what ployed in this department.
are you: going to do about them,—about could not possibly get access to, she pene- gathering here and there in groups, to it can’t possibly’ be kept open during the
winter,”
** Let them croak,” said our brave
worshiping him, reverencing his name, at- trates, and hér zeal in these labors i# most | spend. the Lord's day in amusements, not superintendent; ** by the help. of God, 1
commendable.
I
want
all
our
friends
to
unfrequently committing trespasses, and mean to keep this school alive till spring,
tributes, and word, and keeping holy his
Her religious ex- | annoying thos¢ who would be glad to spend if I have to come here alone every pes. 4
Sabbaths ? - Will you undertake to say that remember her by name.
ll
:
you have obeyed those first four commands? perience is remarkable, and her Christian | the day
agreeably to the great command of day @nd spend two hours in prayer for its
prosperity.”
And keep it open he did.
I
have
five
girls
character
unimpeachable.
And the rest,—how many of them did you
God.
Besides, syfh a course is detrimental
What was the result? A religious interest
ever heartily try to keep out of regard to from Miss Crawford's school teaching schools | to the future intercsts of those*who spend’ was awakened, and several
precious lambs
God? And which of these have you ever of heathen girls now, and they are doing their Sabbaths in this manner,
It" destroys were gathered into ,the fold of the good
thoroughly kept, either for God, or for man? well; two more are studying at home with thejr respect for the institutions of the gos- Shepjerd—that, too, when many of our
‘Your-prospects seem to be dark, my friend. the pundit and assisting in the day-school pel. . It is also . indulging in a bad habit, pupils walked two and three miles over as
bad roads and through as deep snows as
I fear you ean not *‘stand in the Judg- for Christian girls kept on the west, veran- not easily overcome in more mature years. Salem
county ever saw.
1
da
of
our
house.
They
have
the
promise
ment.”
Better quit this ground, and, as a
| And, further, such associations are not at all
I
f
you
never
have
done
such
a
thing,
lost, sinner, fly to Jesus.
1 advise you to of going out to teach as soon as they learn calculated to improve one’s moral condition wlfy not try it this winter
as an experiment?
do this. I entreat you to do it. Don't to behave themselves at home, Our friends bat.to produce an effect the reverse.
will not imagine I have no difficulty with
live on the faults of professors. Look to
In %hort, it would be impossible to enuyour own case. And be in haste, and in my native helpers in this work. On the merate all the evils connected with Sabbath
ergy. Then why should we eomplacen
earnest, my friend, for if you are an im- contrary, I sometimes feel as though I breaking: ~But the next question is, Who
ly fold our hands, stand idly by, and cry,
should
like
to
sit
down
under
the
**
juniper
penitent sinfier, there is but a step between
“It 'can’t be done!”
>
to blame in this matter? Is it mihi

strike one, they always come down (from
the pedestals on which they stand) to dinner.” ' There are .a number of statues in you,and death.
this hall and the courts and chambers con-

for profitable
pass up

stained

they were placed there, nor whom

reflection.

Leaving the Tower; we

It has a very high

numerous

haps twenty feet high, who are called Gog
and Magog, but no one now knows when

bé seen many things of more or less interest, including instruments of warfare and of
harsh

ceiling,

windows, two immense giants of woed,per-

and other towers, the Jewel
House, the
church of St. Peter, &c., &c. - Here are to

and

olden times.

vaulted

. ‘sage across which was by a drawbridge
which could be lifted at pleasure, and thus
all access cut off. Within these walls are
numerous buildings besides the white Tower; as Cwmsar’s, Beauchamp, Bell, Bloody,

private cruelty

This is*Guildhall, that is, a hall

for the meeting of the guilds, or companies
1tis what"we call a
| # f the city trades.
City Hall, where the business of the city is
transacted, and the law courts for the city
are held. The Hall itself is a splendid relic

contains immense wealth; with much poverty; and it still exercises a commanding
influence, although it does not contain the
palace of the- sovereign, the rgsidences of
the nobility, the halls of legislature, nor the
dwellings of its wealthy citizens,
Shall we spend a day in-looking over it?
But where shall we begin? I will premise
that it-was formerly surroundedby a wall,
and had numerous gates.
This wall isall

in a quarrel that very morning!

.

2

But we must hurry on.
We go further
west, along the Poultry and Cheapside till

presid-

school

ber of wealthy families: have epened their
doors. On visiting a family, the second

works, your works should be perfect, with-

we coifie to King Street, which runs north.
At the bottom of this stieet, we see a curi-

‘removed,

an ignorant

in the smallest thing, gpeak the exact truth,

Common Council, has but a small. resident
population, (about one’ hundred and wid

long, from east to‘ west,

upon

the

At the back of it is a bronze

statue of George - Peabody,

in

famed

London,

of

city

the

But

don:

Just oppo-

Mansion

It isa fine building, and will repay ex-

amination.

towns and villages which have been engulphed by its spreading streets.
Hence
the rapid increase in the population of Lon‘history, incorporated as a city,

goods

until this

commenced, and since then, quite a num-

book,

meet for Conference, and where much mercantile and maritime business is transact-

thefnumerous

all

in this part of the town

large hal} for public meetings, and for civic
banquets, and also a Police Cowt.
Form-, blackman, just as, in like circumstances,
ing a triangle with these buildings is the you could reasonably wish them to treat
Royal Exchange, where
the merchants you? If you are to be saved by your good

wark, and the new parliamentary boroughs
Finsbury,
Hackney,
of Tower. Hamlets,
embracing

hands

is the

sides the private

of buildings which make up the metropolis;
and which includes the cities of Tondon and
the old borough of South
Westminster,

thus

arti-

his

official residence of the Lord Mayor.

habitants, and covers an area of more than
In
one hundred and twenty square miles.
mass
whole
the
to,
given
is
. fact, this name

wich,

of an

cle, as you would in buying? Do you never

examines it’

person who presented the note.

.

What is popularly called London contding three and a quarter millions, of in-

Marylebone, Chelsea, Lambeth

in selling, point out the defects

fn

and I want to learn more of this new way.” per was put into my hands with the name$
We have never had access to the families. of three little girls, who had heen engaged

In your bargains, do you, always,

mutilatés the bill, and ‘places it in the prop- purchaser for a price above theit value, which

City of Lohdon.

’

[

it to the “cl

be back of

enters the number a nd

——n

+

oon

ment.

appropri-

ia

1ST.

tf regieraer————

and as John Thomas had no method pf his
own, everybod
had a right to intfoduce

their peculiar plans,
First, there was a slight ripple of discontent, to which nobody
paid much attention,

it being: thought but the premonitory murmur in the process of amalgamation.

which money can not
uy. Use always the best material you can
find, and, if possible, that drawn from your
own experience. Do not labor to find
great
things. Take the little things. Be plain,
consistent,

had

not

selected

his material.

No

If

your

lesson

is

and let the truth follow the way into the
mind and heart
opened.’
7
“il

which the illustration has
i
"
i
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THE

—

SCHOLAR AT WORK.

If you have

a boy in your class who loves the Saviour,
set him to work.
jd
ab

He will .do for a wild companion more

than you can do.

Ap

The class expect you to *“ talk good” and
be
, because you are a Sunday-school
teacher; but when one who has been as
wild -as themselves gees to them and says,
“Boys, I have found a new friend and

want you to find him too,” this is unexpected, and it will make them think even when
they do not wantto think.

Get your Christian scholar to join with

you in prayer and effort for one and then
another,
ba

Urge him to ask others into the Sunday-

school and ~
prayer-meeting. Give him papers and eards to give away to others.
-

He ay do great good.

He

But John Thomas had, made a great mis| work,
take, ahd his forces refused to coalesce.

He

concise.

about Zaccheus climbing into the sycamoretree, do not picture the sycamore of the
Mississippi Valley, with its smooth trunk,
but remember the "Palestine sycamore.
Never use an illpstration simply for its own
sake; ever keep in mind the great object,

will.

be

and “you

a. better

hin

Christian

for

the

will be better for helping

him.—S. 8." Mmes.

4

one who undertakes to build a substantial

Gop’s CuiLp. ““ Do you feel that you are
collects his material at random; and
hew much more particular shoyld that work- one of God's children?” asked a lady of a
J
yo
man be who undertakes to erect a temple Sunday-gchool scholar.
“I do not know,” hie answered; “I only
for the service of God!
:
The result of John Thomas's mistake was: know that once my Saviour was a great
house

that

the

Sunday-school collapsed,

and

way off and I could

not see him.

Now he

but for | is near, and I'love to do things, and lowe
thie unbounded charity pf the# erintend- not to do things, for his sake, like as I de
for my father’s and mogber’s sake.”
ent.
Here, indeed, was that sweet épirit gr
|. He made allowances for everybody, covered over the scars their unskillful hands obedience which is the root of all true pi ety
had made‘in his promising field, and set in the heart,
would

have

been

an

utter fall

about restoring the Zion they

had almost

destroyed.
He had ‘learned, however, the
advantage of pigking
his timber, and. the

success of his later effort.in

Sunday-school

Mg. MOODY ON SUPERINTENDENTS, When
a man takes the office of Superintendent of Y

the work

a Sunday-school, that ought to be
organizing is Jusinly. owing to the experi- of
his life, and there ought not to be anyence gained through a previous failure.
else so important as the work that he
Much more depends on material in ‘Sun- ‘thing
has
been
elected to.
‘day-school Werk than is appargntly realized
by those most interested in: its progress
‘A Superintendent who says, * Sunday-

and success,
ae
i
Ii is not so much the manner of teaching,

school will. open next Sunday morning, at

ahout the desired Fesult, just as the safety
and permanence of a building depends less

minutes

but ‘the ‘person who

teaches,

that brings

\

nine o'clock,” and when Sunday morning
comes it is not open at that time, but at ten

past nine o'clock, why, he is noth-

ing else than a liar,
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trotype Plates for the November number which was

became

mighty threugh power in prayer with the
Father; at first receiving a holy anointing

Whereupon the good man said something
to this effect: *‘I thought the voyage of
lifé was over; and that, done with "its sins
and sorrows, I was about to cast anchor and
go lome} but now, though I had reached

s for a neglect of this

mighty
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covery from a dangerous
illness. A strange
circumstance, and so unexpected, that. his
attendants could not conceal their surprise,
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you think he will ever give youup to your
deadly foe? Never!' never! never!—
Duncan Matheson.
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that

di
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that

sus, who came to seek and save the lost, do

It is related of Archbishop Leighton,

;

the poor little creature

deliver it up to the hawk? What think ye?
Would you do it? No, never! Well then,

blucs

Wanting to Die,

“Dr. Van Doren, in the ‘Christian Intellsgender, has a.good article on the importance

aught,

was

that time at least, banished
the
from both parti ss, Christian Union.

ed man take

puts its trust in him. out of his bosom’ and

unlike some good people we have seen, he
looked sad, rather than happ » on his re-

of family religion and worship. Speaking of

And all life’s worth.

to enjoy so rich a treat alone. She repeated the story at the supper-table, and for

Family Religion.

I One coud reoloe,

And the

hundred’ dollars.

five hundred ; in thirty years nearly eight
thousand ; in thirty-five years over eleven
st case the interest is
“| thousand, In this
more than twice the amount of the suntof the
the yearly savings.—Congregationalist.

I stood within the great cathedral door,
And heard a voice
4
That rode in song, but ceased almost before

Ba

years over

twenty years it is nedrly thirty-seven hundred. In twenty-five years it is about fifty-
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There is probably a bit of satire in ii
To ever) new subscriber for the next |
| calling into action the feminine forces that | conduct for tearful counsel.
The Christian quesgions of the exchange, knowing as it
voiume, who shall remit $2.50, and ten cents | lie so largely idle, and giving them the
| parent garries it, who sacrifices and prays does the prevailing habit of Americans in
addition fo pay postage, we will send al right impulse and the true direction. And for a wayward child, and who seems to find ‘such cases. We seem to be more strongly
new and beautiful chromo entitled * The | such work-as is hinted at is, work that | the waywardness and exactions all the imbued with a sentimeft of hero- worship
Wreathed Cross.” This is one of the most | greatly needs doing, and it is such as wom- | while growing greater. The student car- than almost any other nation undey the sun.
en have a special aptitade for doing well.
{ ries it, who tugs Cand toils and practices se- And we are not particularly discriminating
elegant works of its kind that has, been
It is fiting to begin there. But that will {ore self- denial, year. after year, that he either in the choice of heroes.
Let the
produced, and is w orth the price of the pa- | not probably be the stopping place. What- |
i may fit himself for Christian usefulness in Prince of Wales come here, laden as he
per.
This offer holds good until Apr: 1, ever women can do well, keeping their full | the pulpit, and yet who meets cold criticism would necessarily be with all the corruption
1872.
“ee
| W omanhood and disparaging none of their | where he looked and longed for a warm of a debauched and polluted life, and al«To all om old. substfibeis who shall | functions, that they may properly do, and hand-pressure anda fervent ‘‘God speed.” though. the attentions shown him might be
The The bearers of great public trusts carry of a different nature, they would iikely be
sore all arrearages, and pay for the paper should be encouraged in - doing.
Episcopal theory makes their Chri istian it, who toil by day and plan by night to find ten times as demonstrative “as would be
in advance at leastto Jan'yI, 1873, and
sphere narrow. « Some other denominations, the way out of difficulties that seem to grow shown the Archbishop of Canterbury or the
forward 10 cts. to pay the postage. we will and ours among the-number, afford them an
thicker every hour, and” yet who are re- Poet Laureate. - We lose our self-control in
also send a copy of this same Chromo. ampler sphere and more varied functions.
warded with
a
distrust that hedges up every the presence of royalty, and become like a
This offer holds good till Dec. 31, 1871. We encourage their speech in the prayer avenue, fyd ‘an envy that would secretly family of country<children whose parents
We Yake this special offer as an expres- circle and conference room, make them real chuckle over their defeat and downfall. have_just come from the village with a ginston “of good-will
toward the many old entities in meetings for church business,and Every faithful and persistent worker carries gerbread horse or & jumping jack.
often find their aid invaluable inthe work it, for faithfulness and persistence never
The fault, if it is one, is rather the result
and stanch friends of the Star whose inof discipline. + Andp proportion as they are fail to win that burden at the hands of a of a virtue in us. From the very first, we
terest in its behalf has been so unmistaka- joined with the male members inthe ordinary
world still hostile to the highest goodness are told of the wonderful ruins, the great
bly shown.
work of the church will there be less need of and blind to the value of the toil meant for cities, and the celebrated works of art in the
N.B.
It will be understood that no per- separate organizations into which they its redemption.
old world. We very properly begin early to
4
No strange thing is happening to these admire them; but almost before we are
centage is allowed in those cases where the alone enter. Let all the members of a church be dealt triad souls. All the saints and heroes of aware of it we associate the splendors of
Chromo is sent,—that the subscription and
with
as partners; find for each a.share of history are their companions in tribulation. royalty with those rare works of art, and
postage are to he'paid in advance,—and that
the regular, every-day service; let the plans Let them still try, and toil,and trust, and be exercise’ toward the former those feelings
those who wish the Chromo will need to of each church embrace the whole circle of patient. This is the only way of fidelity. The that have been awakened by and only propsignify that wishia connection with their work which Christ calls his Servants to doy true hearts are always the tried ones, The erly belong to the latter. If one of those
remittance’ Will not our ‘subséribers gen- —]Jet this be the plan upon which a Jere work that wins is the work which exacts no old castles, or grand cathedrals, or splenerally call theattention of their friends to organizes itself, and there will be less need praise, which calmly meets criticism and did palaces, or the statuary and paintings
that either of them-contains,could be brought
the paper and to this "special offer ? This of extra associations and organized Sister- bravely masters resistance. The road to tri- over here, we would very properly resolve
hoods. Each member will ‘then be a real umph always leads over the hill of difficulty,
' is the season for canvassing, ang some
| ourselves into a national committee of enmworker, and the sad outery “of unused and the conqueror is sure of his crown.
our

list befiore the first Tf.
an,

Ww oman’ 8 Work

iin the

Chureh.

talent, and the still sadder silence

We fact ly referred
ed
lon of the
National Episcopal Convention touching
tlie language of the Prayer Book, which: re.id@8to
- bipt

Perplexing Labor.
“Jam willing to work; I do not object
to working bard; it is the work that must
be done in perplexity and without appreci-

the regeneration of infants in their
They decided to keep the lan-

zuage, but

affirm that

they

do not

at ail

mean by it whatall usage and; the whole
shelf-full of dictionaries have agreed that it
does mean. “And the action touching the
ritualistic practices of the High Cburch
party, which have grieved the best .part of
the members of that communion,

and taken’

ation, that is

opposed,

and

made almost barren of results, that tries and

frets and disheartens.”
So said a Chi*istian laborer;

.as he came

home one day from a trying service, and
{ threw himself down upon the lounge with

Prelacy nore than half way over to:Romanism, was not much more decisive. That

"was smoothed

criticised, and"

over by a resolution that

really fails to affirm or deny, and which remands the question to the bishops who are
divided in opinion or quite non-committal
on the subject. They thus discharge the
duty of speaking without saying any clear

thing, and manage to get round a difficulty
which - they
dread to meet
squarely.
What this “policy lacked “in heroism may

hav been made up in the shape of a’ Cchu-,

a sigh that was almost a groan.

His brow

was clouded. His eye had no luster, His
lip was a little tremulous. . His whole face
was despondency incarnated. His voice
had nothing cheery in it. His whole air
was one of depression. He was evidently
worried as well as jaded. The flesh was
yveak, and the spirit just then not over willing.

He

was

bearing hiseCross,’ “but

not

very cheerfully. His, patience was feeling
the strain, but it was not haying. quite its"

perfect work.

He was ready to repeat the

firgg, half of his Master's prayer in the gartious prudence. It is not wholly an. excep-:
den,—* If it be.possible, let this cup pass ;”.
gional way of doing things, even in ‘the
but both heart and lips stumbled and stopsphere of religion, «and it is ‘a way that

offers a sort of relief and’ brings a certain

kind of advantage. ¢
;
But the Convention took up another question and spoke more intelligibly upon it.
That question respects the proper funetions
of womanin the church.
It is a practical
and
vital question.
It is one that can

not

be ignored.

Women

are gaining in

intelligence and power, The old spheres:
are found too narrow” for their enlarging

forces.

Growthin capacity is followed by

4 demand for more room and ampler

fanc-

tions. What once contented them will not
salisfy now,

They

demand

active work.

They still listen and pray and believe, but
-they hear the eall, from within, around and
above, which dfamons them to do. In the

Episcopal church

especially there

intelligence, more capacity,

more

is more

leisure,

more aggressive ambition than <formerly
among the ChriStian women,
They callfor work even there. They need it for their
own sake, that they may grow through
healthful activity, and save themselves from

the pain arising from the sense of neglected
duty.

They need it for the sake of a world

tertainment, and be entirely beside ourselves

of forces

{ that stagnate for lack of healthful motion,
will ceas® to disfigure Christ's body and |
burlesqu® his gospel.

ped short before reaching thelast and better half,—
vertheless, pot + 1 will, ‘but
as thou wile.” :
It is easy to criticise such a mental state.

It is not hard to criticise the-man who tus
became weary of his hour of watohi

shrank from his fiery trial. The “fall pring
of a disciple is readily

cially when it is. a fellow
instead of ours. But
it is not an un-

Honor

for a whole season.

the Ballot.

| $0
an

cal honor upon the ballot. Till we have
come to regard the exercise of the franchise

as something significant and solemn

in the citizen’ s life, we shall still be plagued
with

political ‘deviltry.

And every

man

who Jdends himself fo the work of buying
up votes with assessed mopey, or big promises, or hollow compliments, or bad tum,

instead of trying‘ to make the voter feel

that he .is performing one of the most
serious acts of his life as a citizen when
or a struggle of conscienceless ambition, or

faith thap bo embody it in experience and a fight of reckless passions. And the highconduct? It As not

when the’
but
to know
|.

songsin the
thing. “One
is nothing

very difficult to smile

ersuch vote-buyers stand in the communiié is flooding’ all our way ; ty, and-the more indirectly they operate,—
God our. Maker. ‘* who givet. { so long as it is understoodthat they are
night,”--ah,that is quite another really. lending themselves to this illegal and
can believe readily when there ‘criminal traffic,—the worse is their influto raise doubts,
and labor when ence in demoralizing what political con-

work is pleasant and its. rewards hasten ; science remains among ‘thie masses of the
but to trust when all things seem going in people... Till our political leaders strive for
the wrong way, and toil on cheerfully when the purity of the ballot-hox, instead of eneffort seems baffled and no haryest appears.
even inthe distande,—this is what tests the

quality of one’s religion, and often turns

otight~we

extray agantly demonstrative when only
occupant of one of the castles or an

ing

into the work

of

bribery

for the

sake of carryifig a measure or of securing
office’ and

spoils,

moment of wrathy
was trying to write

indignation, when he
such nonsense: as Sar-

for Resartus, and American tourists were
constantly knocking at his study door and
begging the privilege of looking him over.
And a shrewd English Usher once said that

“‘American

visitors would

look longer .at

the Queen’s baby than they would at St.
Paul's Cathedral.” Of course he made that
remark when he was weary with presenting
those, Avhose sole desire was to look upon

Ani yet this perplexing labox is, what can
g: and not be escaped. No tue worker; finds him-

exalted" to the

New York and Washington, where young
Alexis is receiving:
the attentions of gaping
multitudes. But the attentions happen to
be quite appropriate in higcase.
It miay be said that Ex-Secretary Seward
received unequivocal honors throughout
his
recent tour, and that Longfellow’ was received in England with quite as marked demonstrations as we ever made over Charles

Dickens.

All

true, and ‘they

were

all

deserved too. Any nation honors itself in
honoring such men as these, If our dem-

‘we need riot hope to es-_ onstrations could all be

character of

a solemn and

responsible duty inthe public esteem, we
gies of those who:
dreaming, They
oy Rnaek ata the
fe limi
doors
this, self always cheered by compliments. “The need not’ wonder at the" disgraceful and
Convention and ask for service, . What is disciple is not above his Master.” And that sickening scenes that mark our prominent
Master was not received even by bis own. sand contested - elections. So long as we
‘the answer ?
service bought distrust and ac- i strig the pede of honor and sanctity,
In substance, they are told that their ques- His hi
| 1,by Sopiopns a eles it ox only hawked
tion is proper, and their ambition need rot cusation. When he cast ott devils, that fact
for sale! in| the shambles, we have
be put down as unhealthy and perilous. ‘wid made the basis of a charge that’he wis

Theplak
‘are reminded that Catholiciem has leagued with Beelzebub. , The disciples for little right to complain, that New York

:
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its religious Sisterhoods,
and that,
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or

whom he bad fone mast forsook
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him and

The world

elections are carried , by roughs and repeat-

ers yand weare'gazing upon ithe full-grown

to eng rewarded his devo- friit of our’ own transgressions when we
‘Aid bo has said’: “It is see such men as es and Connolly al
enough for the diseifle| that he be as his
lions. of shp bi
into di r
Master.””"
| Ww
fh
thin
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ee
“The
fact’
is,
the
Yoiy
work
of
‘religion
“what
we
propose
tod
0
‘ahout
it
The;
f
Who
80 |
: must involve this ‘trying, perplexing, un- it 4 gow the wind may expeot to 1 Be
wind.
i
less severe, appreciated and seemingly baffled: labor.

Oe i’ Ae

Hi aims very similar and tasks fn the

There is ‘no escaping that. It has never
‘They may organize fory been escaped. Ev ery earnest worker has
An,

“le the exposure of these

in

New
aw
i

York

shall

sate

AN

that the in-

something more than a man upon the coast.

andjindicative of a Christian enterprise that
has promise in it, It is a sphere of effort

land towns shall be ledto

thik that we have

Otherwise’ it will be necessary to eaution

in which the idst talent of the church: may
well employ its forces, Ome of the latest
example, when they see thé woodcuts of movenients of this sort is undertaken by
the Dice Alexis and of the great display in Rev. T. DJ Talmage and his society at
his honor, that some wonderful person has Brooklyn. He has projected and partly or-

country readers.

Let such not suppose, for

come to New York. And’ particularly, let
them bear in mind the good old German
saying, that ‘Princes are but men, and not
always heroes.” ‘Then, whatever may be
the current opinion in Washington, New
York and Boston, a part at least of the
country will be saved the folly of regarding
the Duke as a super-human, instead of a

very

A

A

A

a

Men and Women.”

confined to- ‘such
worthy representatives, we would less fre-

Its Shjens and aims are

thus stated :

We do not propose w sik ministers.
We have enough good institutions for that.
We propose to enter a field as yet unoceyied=the development of the Christian laity.
e br opose to offer an opportunity for
hie ints, mechanics, artists, clerks, and
Jjourneymen, and men and women of all oc.| cupations, who are engaged in the day time
in worldly callings, to study, under some of

rt

Current Topics.
ree

what is to be known as “The Tab-

ernacle Free_College for Training Christian

Human, young mau.

t

——TRUE

WORK AT WASHINGTON. Tle:
Young
Men's Christian
Association at
Washington is earnestly at work for the
real welfare of the young men who reside
in that city, and asks the cobperation of

the eminent teachers of the age, during
two or three nigias of each week, thé aft of
doing good.
That large number
who can not afford the thoney
for a collegiate or theological
seven years will here find every

of persons
or the time
course of
facility.
If

persons under this culture shalkss wa
while seek ordination, they will be recom-

clergymen and others in introducing young mended for this to the conferences, the asmen who are intending to take up a resi- sociations, the conventions, the presbyteries
dence at the national capital. These young which they prefer. No sectarianism will
men have, in their beautiful and commo- be taught ; no charges will be made for instruction. Two seasons will complete the
dious building, a reading room, a, large course, and the student will graduate with a
circulating library, parlors for social in- diploma awarded at commencemént exertercourse, a gymnasium, &ec. Two daily [ cises. Each session will extend from No- prayer-meetings are maintained, a literary vember 15th to March 15th (save the first
session, which will begin Jan. 7th, 1872,
and a temperance society each occupy and close April 7th).
whim of all ages
one evening in a week, a monthly recep- adwitted, save those under eighteen years
tion for acquaintance is provided for, and of age.
Nearly twenty Professors or Lecturers are
a course of scientific lectures is sustained
by them during the winter. They also pro- announced in the first year's course of invide for visiting the sick, for suggesting struction, and they represent various degood boarding places to young men who nominatienal circles and a pretty wide range
are strangers in the city, and do something of instruction... The ‘experiment is well
in the way of aiding worthy applicants to worth trying.
obtain employment.
They take special
pains to introduce'young men to¥ the pas- ~—A SUGGESTIVE PICTURE. A writer in
tors and churches of the city, and thus aid the Congregationalist, who has thoroughly
them to find a religious home and true studied the subject, presents statistics to show
Christian

friends

where

such

things

are

especially needed. This work is eminently needful and creditable. Clergymen and

others will do a very fitting thing in intro-

that

the lack of

last

few

ber

of

sociation,

factory.

whose service in behalf of Chris-

tian ends is bardly less important than the
4 work of Congress in the interest of wholesome‘law and sound political policy.

——Tue
Mr.

RiGuT HEARERS WANTED,

Murray

of

Boston,

and.

Rey.

Ret.

Mr.

Hepworth of New York, both among the
most eminent and popular preachers of the
day in their respective denominations, have
lately spoken out very strongly ir behalf of
proper church accommodations and true
preaching for the masses. They preach in

costly

and

crowded

sanctuaries.

They

efficient

ministers in

the

Congregationalist body is very serious; and that, judging from the experience of the .

ducing such young men of their acquaintance as intend making a home in Washington, to the live Christian workers of this As-

years,as well
as from

young

men

in process

the

num-

of

train-

ing for that work in college and seminary,
the prospect for the future is far from satis-

They lack to-day nearly 1,000 men

to supply the fields where churches are already existing or imperatively called for,
to say nothing of the great and growing
needs ‘in the Home and Foreign missionary fields that plead for laborers. And yet
the supply hardly promises to equal the
actual losses. It is a serious question which
this state of things raises, and it is likely to

get the earnest attention of the National
Conference whigh is still in session at Oberlin. And in this respect, the Congregationalists are in very much the same pagition as
most of the other denoniinations in the

largely minister to wealthy and influential
people. The families that hold most of the
pews to which they speak are cultivated
and stand high in the social scale. They
are prized and praised and amply paid by
their parishioners. They have a large public following.
Their words carry weight
among thinking” men. And yet they are

country.

not content.
They grieve over the fact
that the poor_are shut out bheir poverty,

tion. of his pastorate of the 28th Congroga- :

the middle class by their natural pride, and
the untaught and irreligious by their prejudices and hostility which there is no
earnest and efficient effort to overcome.

Hearing the gospel thus becomes a‘luxury
for the favored and self-complacent few,
instead of an opportunity for the sinning,
suffering, misguided and almost neglected
multitude. They deplore this and protest |
against it." They long to get at the com-

mon people whom their preaching does
not reach, and whom it can not reach on
the present pian.

Is this strange?
on the

Is it to be explained

theory “That we

with what we have,

are never content

and

demand

change?

Isit an example of that tendency in human nature, which appears 'in the effort to
explain our poor’ work and uneasy conscience by throwing the blame upon others
or upon circumstances?!
They who do

force on stupid and unappreciative hearers,
and, can not reach the brain, the will and
the pocket of those who fashion publie life.
They ‘plead for talent and money in the

pews, for a better sinctuary,
salary,

and

for a higher

for a larger

social

circle

in

whieh to move. . 1s this discontent inevitable? Is it the law of all, live souls that

they must qiharrel with the imperfect social sfate around them, and demand a millennium

of circumstances

their success in saving

for the

souls?

sake

of

Perhaps so.

It is creditable in Messts Murray and Hepworth that they wish to preach the gospel
to the common people as their Magter did.

tian

Are not some new plans of Chris-

work

called

for ?

Must

nota

large

part of the service heretofore imposed upon
a settled aiid ordained ministry, be taken up
and carried forward by other agencies ?
——THEODORE PARKER'S
Ton. Rev. J. Vila Blake's

WORK IN Bosrecent: resigna-

tional Society, formed under Mr. Parker's
leadership, and energized and directed by
his

brain .while

he

lived,

furnishes

some

suggestive information. Mr. Blake spoke
frankly in his farewell discourse of certain

things which he thought had hindered. their
success, brought weakness, and which. were
likely to make their failure complete and
perhaps speedy. Chief among these he
believed was their undue devotion to Par-

ker, which struck against the spirit of the age,
which got them a bad name

and some

de-

served ridicule from the public, and which
was wholly at war with the professed independence that had led them to discard Christ
as an authoritative leader and master. Mr.
Blake frankly told them that he thought a

Parker Society no better than & Jesus Society,— a statément whieh will be generally
approved,as faras it goes. - It would be safe

to make it somewhat stronger than this. Mr.

Parker used to say that messiahs,far superi-

or to Jesus of Nazareth, were in store for
the world. ‘Whatever he may have thought
of himself, or however he may be estimated
by his satellites and echoes, the ‘world gen-

erdlly is not quite ready to take him as a
higher sample of the Lord's anointed. But
this experience only shows how, when

have

men

spurned the real Christ, they ave

ready to take up with very

pitidble substi-

tutes, because feeling that they must have
an authoritative leader. And the sinking of
this Society toward the grave illustrates the
Master's word : *‘ If-any man abide ‘not in
the, he is’ cast forth ‘as a branch, and is

withered.” . Cut off from that source of lifey
what remains is [ruitless struggle, spasm
and death.

by sitting up nights looking for tardy But they would find the devil in the-cot-|..

Ri

-CHARAGTERISTIO ProJect, . The
Dukes. ' But our habit'is, to bring out all tage no less than in the mansion, and it is LY
our military, and all our fire companies, and by no means certain that they would find it Beechers seldom. do things. like other peo-all our speech-makers, and especially to or- easier to drive him out of the shop,the alley ple. It isa law of the family to be singufans in the blood,
- der Delmonico’s best banfjuet-room prepa and the tenement house, than it is to make lar. A bold originality
s ont in speech and
ed for feasting, so soon as we can find the him budge from the ‘counting room, the ‘and constantly b
| avenue and the swell-front residence. And action, Rev. T. K. Beecher, pastor at Elleast degree of royalty to lioize.
o
What if we should showa/pirit of re- while it is’ very proper for a preacherto mira, N. Y., has undertaken, in connection
and sentment ? In view .of numerous invitations wish an opportunity to deal with and influ- with his society, the erection of a
somewhat
peculiar
church
bedding
which.
ence
leading
minds,
a
church
is
not
always
to visit Ameriea, Mr. Ruskin said lately that
he wasn't inclined to visit a country so mis- made richer in faith and stronger in good- had meri neither few nor small, . The
building will, contain the audienceerably poor as not to possess a single cas- ness by putting bank stock and scholartle.

What harm could there be in showing

| such men that we don’t care whether they
come or not? -Why not give them to understand that we have at least some esteem for

“the manhood that sits down “daily. by our
“own hearthstonks and at the head of our
own fables? ‘Why not sho them that we

serve to check the di- | can

distinguish Dolwpen

them

and “their

ship into its pews. When the social magnates gather, satan is prétty likely 0 ap-

room, which isto be somewhat in the form

to stay. - The fact is, it.is not easy to make
human ‘nature saintly, ‘whether it parades

‘Te will contain about one thousands sittings.

in broende and

sheds.

of a theater, the seats placed in’ eiroular
pear among them with a strong "inclination | lings, and rising gradually ‘from _ the front.
‘broadcloth,

Pra
2

or

shuffles

along in satinet and calico. In both cases,
the power which conquers must le of God;

L¥}

¥

ganized

living royalty just for the sake of having it preach chiefly to the masses, the poor and
to write home orto tell about afterwards. the untaught, generally grieve and fret
The same trait is now manifesting itself in over the fact that they must waste their

of needy and , suffering jones ‘whom Christ resolution into’ a debate ovér the "question, cape the bold villainies of Tammany. And
the Master sets them to aid. , They need it whether it may not be aswell to sirrender. | ill the function of the average voter 'is quently be found compromising’ our dignity

as a meansof sailing into seheig
the ener-

——A NEW TRAINING Sctoor.” “The meas-

Espe-

to be

The political corruption lately rebuked iin |
owner of the pictures comes over ?
New York, and which is just now, in the |
it
|
Herein is a marked difference between
persons of Tweed & Co.,
being pel
They will hardwith the curses of the world, can not be republicans and royalists.
ly
lose
their
equilibrium
over
the presence
too strongly condemned. Its wickedn®ss
of
Cadet
Grant:
and
yet
who
shall
say he is
is gigantic, monstrous, terrible,
and perilons to all good government.
Now that it not quite as worthy of being banqueted, and
is exposed’in its real character, we gaze at, toasted, and speeched over, as is Duke
it in astonishment. We wonder at its pro- Alexis, or that his father holds a less honportions and power. Its audacity seems orable position than the Russian Emperor ?
little less than satanic. Men shudder at It requires something besides mere political
the thought of its high-handed rule, and 1 celebrity to call stald royalists out into the
tecall the perils from which they have bare- streets and down to the wharf just to
ly escaped, with
a chill that goes through gaze at a person, or it may be to shake his
hand and tell him he is a mighty great man.
the whole frame. . There is little danger that we shall be too On the other hand, the most of our large
deeply impressed by the evil work of the cities keep in organization ‘dashingly-unidefeated Ring ‘in New York city. But formed ‘ ninths” and ¢‘ sevenths” for just
there is danger that, in fixing indignant at- such business, and the whole municipality
tention upon these matured fruits of political is usually ready to fall into line and harrah
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to” join them, are nearly all adults, people of experience, and such as are not likely to put their

with
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BIGLOW & MAIN, Publishers, New York.

RAILROAD.

P.M.

Clerk.

Prayer-meeting at 9:30, 4. m., sermon at 10:30, A.

The colored people are still with

labors

AM.

DOVER

Devotional exand conference, at 7 P. M,, Sawirday.
ercises ut 9:30, A. M., followed by Sabbath school address by Reév.A.M. Totman,at 10:30,A. M.,t0 be immeSermon at 1:30,
diately followed by short speeches.

ten years, it has increased nearly half a million.

closed his

. Price, $1.50.

Trains leave Dover for Great Falls,

Clerk,

KDWARDS,

The Most successful Church Music Book
published during
:
the past’ three years. we

Trains leave Dover for Poftland.
AM. AM. AM. AM. PM. P.M. PM. P.M. P.M. P.M.
ees 10101085... 240. L040...
TAD LL.

Friday beforg the 4th Sabbath in Noy. Order of ex“®fiticism,—by Rev, W. H
ercises: 1. Sermon for
Waldron, at 1 o’clock, P. M, Friday. 2. Business

The recent census fhows that, within the last

Rev. 8, 1. Root

W.U.

-

5.50% 8.00

CHENANGO Q. M. will hold its pike session with
the Plymouth church, commencing at 1 o’cloek, P. M.,

MISCELLANY.

.
very hopefu]
members. who
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:

CHAUTAUQUE Q. M. will hold its next session ith

hopeful

AN E STABLISHED FAVORITE.
“THE VICTORY.”

The reg-

ARRANGEMENT.

6

’

G. A. TayLOR,

which is to be paid by the purchasers. Orders
ave solicited, and will be promptly filled.
Address
L. R. "BURLINGAME.
:
Dover, N. H.
|

* Trains leave Dover for Lawrence and Boston,
AM. AM. AM. AM. P.M. P.M. P.M. P.M. P.M. P.M.

the Dayton church, commencing Friday evening,
.1.e0. 8. Rev. E. J. Steele will preach the opening

the Methodist church of Rochester; Benediction,

Phillips, Me.

SUMMER

MAINE

Postage om a single“>

copy 2 cts; the same on two copies; on a dozen
copies 12 cts; on one hundred copies, $1,00,

I,

AND

to

one-hundred copies, §7,00.

A
The first edition of this work is exhausted.
The publishers
will furnish us with a new supply
just
as soon as they shall have published another
edition. Our patrons will, therefore, please wait in
patience.
{
J
.

BLUE
EARTH VALLEY Q. M. will hold its next session with the Prescott and Guthrie church, com-.
*

.
copies,
96 cts;

where, is $2.50.

RBOSTON.

mencing Dec. 8, continuing over the Sabbath,

want it at the

ular price of the work, here and else-

the gonference

bs

afly who may

NEW

Special Notices.

;

following rates, viz:
_ Single copy 10 cts; one dozen

TESTAMENT,” a work of ‘the highest

value to all ‘careful students.

York.

Register for 1872.

to be supplied

¢ Criricar, GREEK AND EN-

OF THE

& MAIN, Publishers, New

This annual which has become so essential to
every reader of the Star makes its appearance
promptly upon the firs of October, and.is ready

No. 11, Wall Street, N. Y,

aris CoNpORDANCE

more

. SUMMERLIN,

:
by Rev. E. True.
This church commences with
prospects of success. The sixtee

‘WM. TOOTHAKER,

paid, the

LORAIN Q. M. will hold its next session with the
Rochester and New London church, Dee. 16,17." Sermon on Saturday, at 11 o’clupk, A. M.

A correspondent, writing from northern Wisconsin, states that a colony of Danes and Icelanders came there to Settle, and escaped the fire by
eluding to remain on Washington Island
rough the winter.
They are religiously inclined, industrious, and promise to do much towards
opposingithe evil customs in those sections.
He

and its pros-

B. FARRAR,

.

;

DOLLAR.

Successors to WM. B. BRADBURY.
IL
Ye
Te

The

To any person sending us three new
‘subscribers, with a year’s subscription
tn advance, $7.50, we will send, post

CAM.

the fact that the colored population in this ‘¢ountry is not dying eut, as has been 80 often said.

!

entertain

tis.

at the rate of ten to
twelve per:
Send for a descriptive price list.
taken in exchange at their highest
of
bonds for sale are requested to
us.
wir
‘W.N.COLER & CO.,
and Brokers in Municipal Bonds.

:

ONE

DON'T FAIL TO: EXAMINE IT. |

A Fine Premium.

Ro
8
FARMINGTON
Q; M. will hold its nfs session with
the 24 church of Wilton, at Bean’s corner, Dec. 13,
14.
D. ALLEN, Clerk.

Geperal.

Father

this want will be met at no distant day.
ren, pray for this.new interest.

to

ONLY

y

BIGLOW

13wib

will please to address
the chairman of the committee
on location as soon as possilie, at N ahiek, Mass.

Lothrop;
Smith, of

hand to the plow and look
need is a house of worship;

des

and

o Alice

RC TI
Mary Anthony,of

.

SCEPTRE.”

By Dr. A. BROOKES KVERITT,

Townships, Cities and School Digiricts at prices that

R. I. AND MASS. Y. M. MiNISTERS’ CONFERENCE.
The coming session is to be in March, 1872, and the
Boston
Q. M. is entitled to it. Any church in the

session with
churches all
reported reof interest,

MeMrs.

‘“ THE

;
father, Sept.
\ B.DB, b

fath

address,

BOSTON, Mass:

THE NEW CHURCH MUSIC BOOK.

Richard.

on; Wilson, Mr. : Pekan nd

will yield interest
cent per annum.
Other securities
market values.
Persons having
communicate with
x
Dealers

Notices and Appointments.

MyLLoNTON, Clerk.

Their condition is mach

RELIGIOUS

umnani-

elect, Rev. E. True, by Rev. N. C.
Weltome to the church, by Rev. Mr.

be ppecured,as containing 80 much

Q. M.

“Is havingan immense success.”— Daly Standard.

Ms ji!

MUNICIPAL BoNDS—TEN TO TWEERVE PER CENT.
INTERE 8T—We offer for aale the Bonds of Counties,

than the English. The appearance of paper, type,
ete., is the same in both.
;
HOWARD CROSBY.

Boston

Missiranosn 1 YR Sort

Wi
!
New Tatton

YoUra’s CoMPANION.—~This well-established
paper for Young People and the Family, oflargest: possible amount ofvxgading for the’
possible price, that reading oY so choices
can be obtained."
1 d
4 +

tion shou

S ap

v

Viol Al
Ne
y Ne Yo

than formerly.
In Crittenden Co. they hold the
.
balance of power, and politicians court their
RocHESTWR Q.M. will its next session with the
Opening, sermon, Frifavor.
Next ‘session ‘with ' the
Morganfield
8-10.
Dec.
church,
Hamlin
| day at 12, P. M., by Rev. D. Green.
church, the 26th of January,
W. WALKER, Clerk.
J. 8. MANNING.

the New

Remarks were also made by

Rev.

Those who do not possess the Dictionary should
not be without 80 rarea helpto Bible interest and
Bible study, and, in purchasing, the American edi-

church,

Gi.

BOat Bac.e rexidonce
residenceof
of tho.
th brides e's

Drug.

“year 1866, are recorded in some of these new notes.

days’ meetings in the several
M., as soon as Slastiaubie.

the . Gilberts’

month!'y

shadow ‘ws, till many more shall know the
Lord, and rejoice in hope of eternal life.
“1 pits for a Subbath or two at a time, and
be addressed at-Natick, Mass,
BROOKS.
N.
8.
;

at their

with

quite

homes.

with the following exercises: Bible presented
and Covenant read by the chairman, Rev. A,
Lovejoy; Sermon, by Rev. C. O. Libby; Prayer
of Consecration,by Rev. A.D. Fairbanks; Hand of
Fellowship, by Rev. G. M. Park; Charge to
chureh,by Rev. A.Lovejoy; Charge to the pastor

con-

“cert that would do credit to any of our city

work

its

tor, Bro. Grissum.
The white people in
that
place are very
kind, and much interested in the
colored people, who are doing very well. : Many
of them are. buying land and are getting nice

At half past seven in the evening, the council
proceeded to organize a church of 16 members,

course of citizens, Others have since professed faith in Christ.
b
J. F. Smit.

geod

26-28,

organization, under the la bers of its faithful pas

ganze a shurch in Rochester Village:

esting scene was witnesséd by a large con-

and the

at Farmington,

Whitney in regard to the interest

St. Methodist

to

Jan.

prayers, and four professed to find the Saviour.
Among the number was the preacher's wife. It
was a time of great rejoicing and . thanksgiving.
This church has been greatly prospered since its

He expressed strong conpects for the future.
fidence in its success. In response to an invitation for an expression indicating how many
were desirous tounite if a church was formed,
The Articles of faith were
27 names were given.
read and assented to, and after due deliberation,
the council unanimously voted to proceed to or-

baptized, alternately, six

and found peace.

ehirch

“was called.

in October was a profitable and interesting
day to the F. B. church at Gt. Falls. At

Lérd'

Q. M.~—Held

J.

evening

From

"of the interest, and the acts by which the council

Grea Faris, N. H. The first Sabbath

The

church,

Next ses-

and the Lord was truly with us, Sabbath afternoon five united with the church. Sabbath

Durham Q. M. to sit with them, examine their
condition and prospects, and organize a church if
they thought proper.
The Quarterly Meeting
voted to grant the request, and the council chosen met at Rochester, Oct. 81, consisting of Revs.
A. Lovejoy, C. O Libby, A. D. Fairbanks and
G. M. Park. The council organized by choosing
A. Lovejoy, chairman, and G. M. Park, clerk.
After singing and prayer, and some remarks by
the chairman of the council, Rev. E. True gave
an account of the commencement and progress

Revivals, &c.

H.

by

G. W. Maxomw, Clerk.

UNION, KY., Q. M.—Held its last
the Salem church, Oct. 27—29. The
reported but one, and many of them
vivals. The Q. M. session was one

100 vol-

mously voted to ask for a council from

For all such tokens of flivine favor, let
“x the name of the Lord be praised.
A. H. MORRELL, Clerk pro tem.
Harper's Ferry, Nov. 14.

N.

list-

R.Clarke, Mr.

and "Nils Teabelia J

seribas

.

encouraging,—

meetings were regularly established.
At a monthly conference in Oct. it was

the students are.out teaching.

LouvoN,

very

after consisting of nearly

our S. Schools

permanent

Pleasant Valley, in Maryland, five miles
from Harper's Ferry. The school at this
place is some larger thanit was one year
ago, notwithstanding quite a delegation of

with a

Warren

market.

West Lebanon, and from L. L. Harmon of Ports-'
mouti gave them quite an amount of 8, School
literature, all of which they very gratefully accepted.
An organization was formed preliminary to a

for baptism, in
Others are waiting.

churches.

soon

and from

to administer at Berryville, where he is

Sabbath school has just closed

was

Sermon

the upbuilding of Zion, calling to their aid,such
pastors as they see fit, Next session at
"New-

to
to

umes, and 30 copies of the Myrtle taken, which;
with valuable donations of the 8. 8. books from
the Portland Hizh St. Congregational 8. School,

sons in his own parish at Charlestown.
Bro. W.A Jackson was not permitted to be
with us, having a funeral to attend and bap-

L]

the

Next session

this time meetings were regularly established
and there was preaching at Wentworth Hall
every Sabbath.
A Sabbath school was
organized April 23, with 48 members.
A library pur-

at 9 o'clock in the morning, There was delightful weather for the occasion. He had,
on the previous Sabbath, baptized five per-

church, where we

was

and there being nearly one hundred persons,

P. M., we met at the water

H. Ball, D. D., of New York.

witll®

were

commencing Januarg.jth, 1872, at 1 o’clock, P.
77 A. E.
WILSON, Clerk.
permanent Freewill
Baptist interest in that | M.
place. On visiting them, Bro. True found, not
,ROCKINGHAM Q. M.—~Held its autumnal sesonly many of our brethren, but also many of
Nov. 8. Rev. 8. C. Kimthe leading citizens much in favor of the enter- sion in Portsmouth,
was present as Cor. Mess. from the Belkna
prise. The pastors of both the Congregational ball
Q. M., and Rev. C. H. Webber from the Yor
and Methodist churches, and several of their Co.
Recommended the churches to hold three
members expressed their sympathy with the days’ meetings for the promotion of revivals and

an ‘evidence of the good spirit present,
#20,85 were contributed for benevolent purposes,
:
Bro. B. Kirk administered the rite of
baptism, in the presence of a large congrecation of both white and colored persons,

1 o'clock,

of worship

At this: session the new

made for holding8
churches of the Q.

mence a meeting with the view of organizing a
Freewill Baptist church, and of establishing a

from other towns. - Business was dispatch
build up the cause of Christ in this enterprising
ed promptly and in harmony. Six sermons Village.
were preached on the occasion; five reReceiving such encouragement, Bro. True acceived baptism on the Sabbath, and united cepted the invitation of the brethren, and a hall
with the church. The vestry of the church was obtained in which to hold meetings, and in
accordance with a public notice given, he held
was dedicated, and the communion service his
first meeting on Sabbath, April 2, 1871. “The
tings were
held.. The social Jello.

“B#o.-Dunning, of the High

session

from the several churches
was
present. The
session was one of'deep interest,
The business
cares and burdens were left at home, and all the
delegates came expectingto be blessed.
It was
like the gute of heaven.
Arrangements were

an invitation to Rev. E, True, of Saco, Me., to
visit them, and if thought advisable, to com-

The Va. Yearly Meeting of Free Baptists
net with the church at Martinsburg, on
the $1th and 12th inst. ' Many were present

pastor.

to with interest.

the 2d church of Parish.

—

in Rochester Village, some time

Wost Virginia Y. M. Items.

~ism

The meetings

church at this place was dedicated.

Rev. G.

)

erves

yA

Dr. HOWARD CROSBY oN SMITH’S UNABRIDGED.
—1 have carefully examined the first volume of the
American edition of Di. Smith’s Dictionary of the
wible, edited by Dr. Hackett, and published by
Messrs. Hurd &
Hoaghton.'
Dr. Smith’s Dictiofary is a grand Thesaurus of
Biblical lqre, a complete compendinm for the interpretation of the Scriptures iu their archaology, ge
ography, history, ai
their linguistic aifliculties, If is
worth more on a Bible reader’s desk than fifty commentaries. Init the,results of modern discovery are
added to the solid fruits of ancient study.
In this first volume of the American edition I find
over fifty pages of new matter, much of which is additional information on subjects discussed in Dr.
Smith’s work, but much also enters into the, discussion of new subjects. as, for example, under the folTowing heads: Abba, Amomum, Apothecaries, A
prehend, Barbarons, Bowels, Casar’s Household,
overing of the Eyes, Crib, Day’s Journey. Degree h
-well, Ethiopian knnuch, Fagiliar Spirit
This new matter is from the first
erican Biblical
critics. and forms a valuable addition to the original
work.. The results of researches made as late as the

»

Several brethren of our denomination.

Denominational
News and Not.

and gladness;

last

largely attended and the word preached

or quite $200. Our
bless us still more
“J. SYLVESTER HILL.

¥. B. Interests at Rochester. N. M.
§

one

with the Windham
Center church, Oct. 20—22,
Most of the churches were represented by letter

OSWEGO

each paper, wexe distinctly understood by
those with whom I consulted.’ %
- E. KNOWLTON.

overflowing with zeal

its

Ministers and Churches.

made,

THE
weekly
fers the
lowest
quality

J. 8. MANNING.

OWEGO, N, Y., Q. M.—Held

L]

by some of the mostexperienced and judicious members of the Conference. The or-

and the position in which they

to nearly

abundantly,

motions because I.was requested to do so
der in which the motions were to be

pl

I prayer is that God may

and

age. Sold
f
)

of

1, Jeensnd

Y

hundred miles below Cairo, the first day of Feb,

meeting for the support of our Evangelist

4

Lowel

Bgli

15, by Rov. 0. M! Pids-|

Fh Gonid, Now. WBy Rev. G. 8. Hill, ‘Mr. Fred I
Cro
sg" ivAncena Sea
>
3.
Noy.

100
posed in the “Star Spangled Banner,” for
1871.
| fins wishta be “p sted” on the “tricks and
traps” of Swindlers, the * agher wiil tell you all
about them. It also contains Splendid Stories, Sketehes, Poetry, Wit, Humor, and 40 colums of valuable,
first-clase reading Elegant “Prang” Chromo is sent
free and this Raper a whole year for .only 756 gents.
SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED or money refunded
Specimens FREE, Address Banuer, Hinsdale, N. H.

that of education, re-

Next session with the Crothersyille church,

School, of which a goodly number have
been converted.
The Sept. term of the Q. M. was held
with our church, which was interesting to
all.
The collection and pledges at that

th

i

SWINDLERS were ‘“ventilated” and ex-

churches were not represented; some churches
report revivals, and on the whole the ood work
is going
on inthe Q. M. The Lord was with us,
and quite a number were inquiring after Jesus.

ter, making 41 members received the past
three weeks, We have a good Sabbath

subject. I first asked the (fonference, by
common consent, to permit. me to. move to
reconsider the vote already taken touch-

Sozodont

x

CAIRO Q. M.—Held its last session with the 2d
“Cairo church, Nov. 8—0.- The attendance ‘was
rather small, owing to the fpet that many of the
people are south, picking cotton. Some of the

Star, there is an error as to the order in Some five others joined the church by let-

Fragrant

he teeth from youth pn

of wor-

ve

robunget health,

fumes the breath, cleanses, beautifies

ceived some encouragement, and hearts were
made glad.
BE. C. SMALLEY, (lerk.

some wanderers, have given their hearts to

sufficiently explain itself:
Mr. EpiTor :—In the report of the Com-

Sept.

COMMISSIONS LARGE. For terms,
Thomas I
Ingalsbe ind Mies
uring that Find lf of I. Tavs My,
Mary Jane
, both
of
Ray, Mich,
FAMES H.EARL , Publisher,
mL
I
er 6
, Sept. 9, by Rev. J. G. Munsoy, Mr. GB. Blaisdell
and Miss Lelia M. Smith,
ATW)

“Hardens and invigorafes the gums, purifies and per-

ship. A few souls we trust were deeply moved
to seek the Lord, andsome we believe will be
saved by the influences of this session. The,

tracted effort, and God abundantly blessed

N.Y;

1h
thesewing ma- Houty 8.

used

chine 17 years,
and 1s now,and

commehcin,

in the conference and in all the meetings

pledged at Q. M. evangelist,

Havel

Miéh:, Sept. 30, by Rev.
E.

raging per day, $12.50. She has

watch and care of the church. Some four on the 24th. Although
the ‘churches were no
out any farther solicitation, the amount to weeks
interest was manifest
ago, Rev. J. D. Waldron, who is the all represented, yet a
be known only to the minister and the con-

tributor. - Over $50,000 were

diy : of |IP

BRINGINGIN SHEAVES.

rad,

:

per ddy of $14; earned in 12 months, $3,745, aye-

WHEELOCK Q, M,—Held its Oct. session wifly

the church at

Mn

i Mr, Joba Vary and. Mek. ip Vaxyjall of

8

.

Bite

| Batow, youngest, daughter of the officiating

‘28 hours, $30; earned in one montly;
$430, an average

ary," and for the janitors, and a church hospital. In the third story will be the church +L STARKSBORO',Vt. Since the labors of our tly ob 0 CA : Ren 15. iE | ‘in
¥as appointed to dress Del. Me bb
kitchen, = This structure, is to be built, in présent’ pastor, Rev. R. M. Minard, com- Jott
school eonvention®*on Friday éve
t
four years, and the money paid in four ang,
! Novi

DR, or Cnr

Mash,

Liomuigba

month, $209; per day, $10.75; earned‘inAone

on G A

ed ithe word to good acceptance.

AGENTS WANTED FOR

| burn. Oct. 8, Mr. Jonathan Davis, of Wales, and
FOR THE LADIES.
i
Miss Izanna,
da
Joel
Mc
!
MRS. MARY O, LEWIS,of Tremont, Weéstchester G. ot. 15, Mr. Alina
1. Mamwroll aud Miss. Hator

M. "Heldits Sept. ses-:

sion at Burke. A very good season was enjoyed, The Jobiuth school
dress was delivered
by Rev. G.
H..Chappell. Bro. White, of Burke,
Reosived lisense to. Jeol the Saleh The 9
«WW
vored
w
0
of
»
dapper

anxious seat, and between thirty and forty,

Le]

ak i

on all week

LAWRENCE, N, Y.,Q.

or

Di

* for the children, to be*open

x

ta

Maxcaester, N, H. An excellent re
ligious- interest prevails with us just now.

O

STAR.

T

und, in the second story, a large play-room
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MORNING

ours, a splendid boy, her life seemed

to be

died,

I ‘al-

off, ad has a stad time, while Mr. Stickleback scarcely ever leaves the house.
It's as much as any other fish's life is
worth to pass the house, for Mr. Stickleback

most expected it would kill her too ; but she

just seemed to give him up to God without’
amurmur. [own it frets dnd chafes me to, will rush out and give battle at"once.
It is curious to see them fight. ' The only
this day. Why God should take that noble
weapons
they have, are sharp spines, or
best
the
and
home
comfortable
child from a
‘mother that ever lived, und- spare that bones, sticking up in thétrback (that's why
+ "| drunken Tim's’ ‘poor deformed baby just the, they have such an outrageous name, you.
same age, and,to all appearances, just as see,),and the thing they try to do, is to dive

Nordegie and’ Evening.
ye

MORNING.
Like lover, with soft, noiseless feet,

Speechless and sweet, |’!
She enters at my chamber aor;

sick with the same disease, is more

1 see her, and ask nothing more,

can understand.

\

No promise takes;

and every little scene of their united lives

can see the shine
divine
arms; I see her wings;
as she soars she sings,
and tones divine.

Never for me she looketh back;
If I could lack *
Courage to follow, while I hear
Her song, the right to call her deal
1 should forever lack."
i

The long day passed at length, apd
was returning. Again busy thought

hé
re-

sumed its sway, and this time it- was anticipation.
He saw his Mary sitting in her

cosy parlor, sweet with the fragrance of
flowers, reading Themag a Kempis.
He

EVENING.

The blazing chariots of fire

Roll higher and higher;
She is translated ; she bas trod
‘No death ; she was beloved of God;

followed her in her journeys to the kitchen
to see that his supper was kept hot; watched her gather:'the fowls. for their evening
meal ; saw the kittens purring around her,
and old Jowler’s almost human look of
love as he took his portion from her hand.
*¢ Everybody and everything loves her,”
thought this principal lover of ten years’
standing ; and for once this partial estimate
was entirely correct.
“ Yes, I am a happy
man, that's a fact! Home iis in sight ' now.
How fair it looks in the sunset. Is she at

He calls her, lifts ber higher.

Low on the chilly earth I lie,
And watch the sky;
My pillow is my little sheaf’;
I wonder that I feel no grief
To see the darkened sky.
It must be in some holy place

3

Shall meet her, when from some long sleep.

I wake. God grant that she may keep
For me a smiling face!
—Old and New.

day has seemed as‘long to her as it

has

me.

up the

There is

somebody

hill. Neighbor Poor, and on
nothing is amiss.”

——ee—

They were sitting alone in the parlor,
Mary, and Alice, and Will,

But a shadow clouded their faces,
And their tongues for once were still.

And the children knew she was near to death,

And Willie sobbed,* If God wants her in Heaven,
Tis better for her to go,
For Jesus will take her up in His arms,
He loves little children so.
“Perhaps, if we ask Him to spare her life,

" He will listen while we pray,
For mamma says, that for Christ’s dear sake,
He hears all the children say.”

80 with tear-dimmed eyes and folded hands,
Together they knelt and prayed ;
And God looked down in mercy and heard

The sorrowful words they said.

bits of green

from

and

them

to

I hope

be revived.
midst of

The prayers of God’s children, ‘however weak,
Are precious in his sight.

Stedman.

The world looked very bright to John
Stedman that balmy Jume morning. His
horse and farm-wagon ‘stood at the gate,
and the bright milk-cans gleamed with the

first red beams of the sun. Mary had come
out to see him off, and as the hard-working

that he

could

not

the

the thought that the little farm was the
sult of their own patient toil.

A mine of wealth had this young

re-

woman

industrious,

capable, and frugal. So they were now
fairly out of, debt, and the future seemedito
.open before them with cloudless skies. |
« How sweet the air is,” satd John, ‘and
how the birds sing! It does seem now,
Mary, that we might rest a little and enjoy
life.”
%
* “And have time to do something to show

tle should we have had if we bad not work-

ed like slaves, these ten years past.”
. Mary's little brown hand stole: over his
ful eyes.

her

thiought-

©

his

. back ; I
py

about

that when

I come

must go now, good-bye.”
back, as the horse started, and

saw. those ‘wistful; loving eyes following
him, misty with a weight of tears.

.

doubt.

the top othe hill, and Idssed
figure

at the

gate.

queer, notions about Providence. }

e has

omer

.boasting,

recalled

and

saw

his

thanked

vain

oa Be

ature Bi

those \tender,

tearful

could
4,

She had lived close to God, had consulted

any work,
ht

ih ol Lain

yy

4

id

two

doors, one at each

done,

and

not before, he

——

:| BOOKS ABOUT BOYS WHO FOUGHT AND
Four 18mo, vols. in a box,
1. Josey, th

WON,

of bitter-

He rebelled Sereely. ‘Weeks, months
wore on ; the flowers sprung up and blossomed on the grave, and still his Mary's

wistful eyes, as he had seen them last, kept
inviting him to a haven of rest. At last,
tired of the warfare, he laid down the weap-

¢ I give up.
and soul.

* O God,”

he

eried,

Thou hast a rightto me, body
Tam vile and full of

can not make myself better.

sin,

but I

Take me just

asT am }", Did ever prayer like that go up
ym mortal heart in the

name

of Christ,

‘and not prevail? | Peace settled down into
the heartof the stricken one,—such peace
laborer in the vineyard of the

Master, and

often thanked God in the depths of his heart
that he had removed a finite good, that he
might confer infinite happiness. —Congregutionalist.

six

weeks, -he watches, and

have
out,

two

doors, and

always

keep: them

Fish eggs must have, to hatch them
not warmth

like hen's eggs, but run-

ning water all the time.
Besides keeping away enemies, he has to
turn the eggs over, now and then, so that
will

get to the under ones, for I

tell you he

don’t take all this trouble

hatched out, and Papa

Stickleback

has

sweet, his mamma

and

grandma

call

him

And

this

Birdie, or Sunbeam. But when hesis naughty he is called Captain Snarly.

name suits him very well at such times.
One morning he came down stairs looking like Captain Snarly. Just as soon as
his mamma looked at him she knew it was
Captain Snarly. But she smiled ‘and said,

“ Good morning, dear.

How

do you do,

this bright day ?”
Wilfred put his finger in his mouth.

“1

dess I've dot a headache,” he said.

«Have you? I'm very sorry,” said mam-

ma.

* Wherg'does it ache P”’

““¢ Way round de back ef it!” snarled

the

captain.

“J guess you
mother. “You
are washed and
hair combed.”
So she brought
the little slippers

slept too long,” said his
will feel better when you
dressed, and have your
his striped stockings, and
with rosettes; and ‘a new

plaid frock, which

she had finished only

time she was dressing him !

You neyer heard of such a thing? Well,
I.mean you shall hear all about it in about
two, minutes, for he's ag funny a fellow as I
know anything about.
to the wise men—

is Colwida, but the rest of the world calls
him Stickleback.
I thigk one name is

more extraordinary.
Mrs," Stickleback has a very easy time.
She don’t help her ‘husband build the house,
he

never

thinks of a wife, or if he’

And when she was combing
cried loud

enough

his hair he

to be heard in the next

house, and the lady there said, ‘‘I guess

And

after she has laid the | . « If I tan't have some mince-pie I do n't
eggs, instead of letting her take cake of want anything,” said Captaih Snarly.
them as other mothers do, he.just drives
“ Very well,” said mamma. So he put
her out of the house,shd won't i
i her the things away, and sat down to her sew|

i

There's one soul thing about it tush,

she don't som

to care much.
)

She

swims

+

bh

little

4, Trial of ce.

3 Bon.

-

Same

THE COUNTRY SUNDAY-SCHOOL, A plain Tract.
BY
Vincent. Same Publishers. Poon
PP.

These juveniles have real character. They
abound in information ‘of a valuable sort,
are calculated to stimulate to high aims and heroic service, by presenting such characters before

the mind” EA win- true admiration and rebuke

boy;

and. he

is keeping his word.
The last time I saw his mother

she said

she had n't seen Captain Snarly for so" long

almost

forgotten

him.— Youth's

.

The

Use

statements in the text,—indeed, in

are

of ' Children.
these

that are sent down

« York: Robert Carter & Brothers, 1872. 16mo.

every

.

itil pulled his little rocking-chair near
the fire, arid sat's long time scowling at the
*

pp.

child-angels

to this.

made,’

world to bring

so much love ‘and rapture, to go from us
in such bitterness, and

mourning ?

‘believe in Almighty Love, we must

that they have a merciful

sion to our wayward

If we
believe

and tender

souls.

mis-

The

love

deal

rank among the very best of those which embody,
in a form at once scientific and popular,
the lat
est and richest

results

of modern

study in

805.

Soldby D. Lothrop & Co.

The author has a good topic and knows how to

ume is one of the rare sort, and must at once take

with

it.

A

large

this

Geography hastening to make themselves owners
of this book and taking mental possession of its
contents.

The additions to their wealth

amount

of information

touching the Indians of the Northwest has been
collected and happily arranged between these
covers; and the -experiences of missionary life
and effort are unfolded with equal pleasantness
and moral effect. The book is one of Carter's
best juveniles.
oe

department of knowledge. On the ground that
one should “ get the best,” we should be glad to
see all who really wish to comprehend Physical

a

would

KATHIE STORIES. By MissA. M. Douglas. j(8
lustrated. gThree volumes in a box. 1. Ka-

be something real and significant.

thie’s

——

Soldiers.

2. In the

Ranks.

3. Kathie’s

Harvest Days. Boson ze && Shepard, 1871.
16mo. Sold by E. J. Lane
LIFE AND LETTERS OF CATH ARE NE M. SEDGEver since the arrival and 00 of the first
WICK. Edited by Mark E. Dewey. New York:
Harper & Brothers. 1871. 12mo. pp. 446.
three volumes of this series of books, the enthuMiss Sedgwick’s name has never been mensiastic givl who pounces upon the wide-awake
tioned among Ameriéan authors except with ap- juveniles as soon as they can be got at, has'been
preciation. Her personal character had not 4 little waiting with some impatience for this second into do with the esteem in which she was held for stallment, and it does not fail to'answer her high
80 many years, Less brilliant, less imaginative, expectations. The books are among the choicest
less striking, Jess profound and less magnetic of their kind which even this fruitful and poputhan many of her sisters inthe literary houselar House sends forth, and that is commendation
hold who are

For what

almost

feature, scientific,literary and mechanical,
the vol-

face close te her own.

Sometimes I think I would never have had
my little Daisy grow older

on

this

earth.

The little child dies in growing into womanhood, and often the woman is far less

younger than

she, yet the

public

enough.

verdict no less than the private affection has
dealt with her tenderly and almost reverently.
Amable, vivacious, inquiring, quick of-appre-

OVERCOMING.

ny

vt

| Underwood.

New York: W. C. Palmer. 82mo. pp. 184.
This little volume is made up of five fervid

hension, picturesque in her descriptive style,
playful with both tongue and pen, yet always

and earnest discourses by the author, especially

womanly in mental tone and social intercourse,

aiming to develop a higher Christian life in the.
believer, urging the duty, exalting the privilege
aud setting
forth the methods
of attaining it. The *

never great and almost royal like Margaret Fuller, but never failing to gain respect by her good

abounding illustrations, and a great variety of literary matter, served up in small but exquisite

with great accuracy what was characteristic in
her mind aud literary style. It Ns very readable, very suggestive,

very

morse, can

acceptable, and very

Tom’s “Gold-dust.”
f

Lo

|

“1 can try on: the

“They
wood

want

currants,” said Tom.

to be trimmed

out and the

cut off, and the right suckers trained.

York:

Carlwon & Lanahan. 1871. 12mo. pp. 200.
The passages of Scripture which Mr, Brown

specifies as * misread” are, as he thinks, decided-

ly and widely and mischievously misipterpreted.
chiefly, in

hixlast

volume, with John

10: 16,~which leads him to discuss the principle
of Christian Umty; Rom. 8: 33 and 9:20,—sug-

Don’t you ever dig around them, and put gestingan inquiry as to what is really Paul’s
ashes on the roots P”
doctrine of election ; Matt. 19 ; 21,~which prompts
His uncle had never done these things; to a consideration of the real. thing implied in
did not ‘know that they ought to be done. self-denial and rewmouncing the world; 2 Cor.
He thought, he-said, *‘ currants took care b:14,—out of which comes a discussion of
the doctrine of substitution and atonement; 2
of themselves.”
Cor, 5: 11,~rhising the question, What is meant
* But they

can beard

for,” said

‘“ and do all the better.”

Tom,

by

¥

the

terror

of the

Lord?

hence leading to.a: new

« Suppose you try, boy,” said his uncle,

James

attempt

2:24,—and

to

>

nius, and the cuts are capable of improvement.
| But it has its merits,
moral.

MISREAD PASSAGES OF SCRIPTURE.
By J.
Baldwin Brown,B. A., author of * The Divine

deals

an-

M188 COLUMBIA'S PUBLIC SCHOOL is a pamphlet issued by FrancisB. Felt, of New York,
dealing with the public and practical questions
of to-day in the guise of an allegory, and having
the text setoff by a plentiful supply of Nast’s
illustrations. The al
exhibits no great ge-

Sern,

He

and

timent, is one that is almost sure to meet a gen-

fails to-be instructive
and wholesome.

Second Series. New

an almanac

eral and grateful response.

pursuing,
Mr. Mudge; though not a brilliant,
original or especially captivating writer, never

Life in Man,” ete.

to make

it makes to eye and mind, to taste and moral sen-

presented, is one of the -best things which he has
yet done on a line of effort that is richly worth

¢ Uncle,” said Tom one day, ‘it seems
to me your things don’t look as well as
they might.” They were in the garden,
and *‘ the things” the boy had his eyes on
were the currant bushes.
‘I don’t expect they do,” replied his uncle; “I'm no great hand at a garden.
Well, sir, what can you improve?”

do

nual attractive, seems to have been done in the
preparation of this pamphlet. The appeal which

timely. The editorial work has been well done,
and isitself a noble tribute to the woman, and a
rele to the compiler.

lovely than the little child. It seems to me
that lovely and loving childhood, with its
truthfulness, its frank sincerity, its pure FOOTPRINTS OF ROGER WILLIAMS: A Biograwith sketches of important events in earsimple love, is so sweet and holy an estate
land Holy with which he was
that it would be a beautiful thing in heaven
y Rev. Z. A. M
, authorof,
“* Witch Hill, " ete. Five Ill
ons. New
to have a band of heavenly children, guile‘York: Carlton & Lanahan. 16mo. Pp. 285.
less, gay and forever joyous—tender spring
Sold by D. Lothrop & Co.
blossoms of the kingdom of light.
Was it
Mr. Mudge has lately prepared several volof such whom He had left in His heavenly umes of a historical character, especially for the
home our Saviour was thinking when He use and profit of young readers. They are, in

reconcile

Paul and James in their treatmént of faith and

The

notices

of the

constructive,

magazines

artistic

for Nov,

and

were

crowded out. “ As a whole they are better than
usual. Do our readers remember thent, and recall the good things often said of them,~the

lit-

eraryAtlantic,—the vivacious and aspiring Seribner,—Harper’s magnificent Monthly,~the wideawake and resolute Galaxy,—~Lippincott’s beautiful face and refined spirit,~Old
and New that
is always fresh as the last sunrise,~Arthurs
beautiful Home
Magazine and the charming

Children’s Hour,—Our Young Folks that never
fails to charm

even

the

gray-headed,—the little

Nurser whose excellence i8 an ever-growing
surprise.~the
Phrenological
Journal, Good

Health, The Sunday Magazine, Sundayat Home,
Good Words, Merry's Museum, and all the rest?
Well,

there

isn’t a poor

thing

among
the lot,

and they are generally improving.
Specific
words must wait for space, but we hope not long.

LITTELLS LIVING AGE, for Nv. 11, is at
hand, and keeps up its standing.
It has now, as
always, two or three good serials in course of

publication; Patty has reached part XI., and
Hannah is carried to Part, X. A fine paper on

the Social . Condition of Spain, an intéresting account of the opening of the Mont Cenis Tunnel,
the second

installment of A Victim of Paris and

His uncle did not believe much would works; 1 Cor. 11: 27—29,~prompting an effort to
g { Yekailles; and hot a few. other good things are
come of it, but he had, reason to change his Jearn just what is meant by eating and drinking
und, worthy of this excellent periadion)] Bosmind.

Much did come of it.

it seemed

to him,

unworthily ; Deut. 8: 18,~following which is a
discussion of the philosophy of worldly success; “ton ; Littell & Gay.
RE
John 11: 25, 26,~a passage that raises the questionas to what is meant by the oyerthrow of Messrs. Dodd
& Mead, New

All at once,

for time goes fast to an

old man, his bushes were loaded with fipit,

fine large currants, such as his garden ‘had
not seen for many a day, if ever before.
People, when they walked into the garden,
exclaimed,

‘‘ What

splendid

currants

death. All these topics are treated with some
freshness and ability, from a somewhat liberal

and philosophical standpoint, but still in the
terest of a vital and reverent

you

ures.

faith in the

in-

Script-

Rigid Calvinistic theologians would

quar-

have |”
rel fiercely with Mr. Brown’s expositions, but
*¢ That boy knows how to take care of his that would hot scare him nor ‘probably unset. 'e
gold-dust,” said his uncle oiten to himself, his reasonings. The bookis suggestive and uot

and sometimes aloud.

'

Tom went to college,

without value.

ing a solid foundation for the future,

+

FAITH’;

118 RATIONALE:

with a dems

onstration of its presence in the organic condi-

tion of Methodist church membership, A
Treatise, in two parts.. By Rev. Israel Chambers ig D. D. Same Publishers. 1871, 12mo.
ly. That boy, I tell you, knows how to
bp. 2
take care of his gold-dust.”
A iio of a vital question from a thorotigh
**Gold-dust 1” Where did Tom get gold- | Methodist standpoint, and in the special interest
dust? He was a poor boy. He had not | of the Methodist church and the Book of Disei* Certainly,

said

his

uncle,

**certain-

onlyin good bargains; * for value received” was stamped

on all he passed away.

Take care of your geldsduat, r-diifile Amer-

8U8 THE SCIENCE OF MAN, by Noah Porter, D.
D., LL.D., President of Yale College, which
bears in part on the arguments of Huxley, Spencer, and others; a popular work on'CORALS AND

CORAL ISLANDS, by James D. Dana; THE THE-

OLOGY OF THE NEW TESTAMENT, translated from
the Dutch

of J, J. Van

Osterzee,

of Lange’s Commentaries;
SAVING

pline as it is,

York, announce

for publication THE SCIENCES OF NATURE VER-

Professor in

the University at Utrecht, and one of the authors

and every account

they heard of him, he was going ahead, lay-

Mrs. Alton has got Captain Snarly over .to
her house.”
been to California: He never was a miner,
When his mother had made him look nice “When did he get gold-dust? Ah! he has
and neat, she said, “ Now, come, and hgve
seconds and minutes,and these are the goldyour breakfast.”
dust of time,—specks and particles of time,
pe But this naughty little boy growled, which beys and girls and grown up people
«T do n't want anything poo a piece of are apt to waste and throw away. Tom
mince-pie.”
knew ther value.
His father, or minister,
“1 have n't any mingefpie in the houses? had taught him that every speck aad partisaid his mother, **
. you know I never cleuf time was worth its weight in gold;
let you eat it fon breakfast. Here is some and his son took care of them as if they
‘nice bread and milk in your china bowl,and were, He never spent them foolishly, but

he don’t speak of it, till he has the | the cookies grandma sent you.”

see the babies, +

* the
tblack.
Publishers,

tired

said she, looking down at the bright

1 wonder if he slaps them with his flat
tail when they’re naughty.

But oh, how he snarled and fussed all the

Building a House.

His name—according

away, 2. Irish Jim's Three Poni

more trouble than ever.
For besides
guarding them, he has to keep them in the
nursery. They like to get out, as well as took little children up in his arms and the main, well.done, and are likely to prove useboys and girls, and the peor papa has to blessed them and said, ‘Of such is the king- ful. This last book; in which the latest and
most trustworthy results of historical study and
swim after them, and bring them back in, dom of heaven”?
v.J
~criticism, bearing upon the lifeYof the founder of
his mouth.
;
Rhode Island, are well arranged and’ pleasantly

yesterday.

Fish

ad

wherewith we love them is something the sense and admirable mental poise, she lived aim is noble and the spirit excellent.
fights, to keep
through her almost ninety years, winning the
‘most utterly pure and unworldly of which sympathy
of all whom she met as a woman, and
é@
human experience is capable, and we must
have an easier hope that every one who goes from usto never failing to gain respect for her talents as a THE NEW YEAR. The Nationgl Family Almanac, 1872. Boston: Am. Tract Societ
to guard,but the world of light, goes holding an invisi- thinker and writer. This volume, made up very
octavo. pp. 30.
by. Squire
largely of her varied and pleasant letters, is eswhy he must
ble chain of love by which to draw us there. pecially attractive in itself, and it photographs . Whatever excellent paper, and clear type, and

You can easily see that with such big
families plenty of Stickleback babies grow
up, and in some rivers they are so thick,
claimed the best half of his own soul, he
that
one can dip them out in a bowl.—
who had doubted almost the existence of a
Christian
Weis.
God could doubt no longer. But he now
appeared a dreadful Sovereign. He felt
Captain Snarly.
that he was crushing his very heart. Terrible darkness settled down uporihim. His
His real name is Wilfred Henry Alfon.
poor tortured soul questioned the right of
But
he does n’t get called by it very often.
God to. make him so susceptible of pleasure
When
he is good, and pleasant, and
and pain, and then by taking away his idol.|

»
ve

makes

Him in the least event of her life. Was it
superstition ? No. Now that death had

‘ons of his rebellion.

Biterany Boson.

¥

mother felt two soft arms around her ‘neck, unabated interest and calm strength of the style
and two sweet kisses ol her cheek.
which i employed, in the numerous and admira- | BENDING WILLOW: A Tale of Missionary Life
““ Why, here's my little. rosebud again!” ble maps and illustrations which illuminate the
in the Northwest, By Jane Gray Fuller. New

Companion.

and thousands of them.
They are a droll sight, when they are all

Those holy gates forever bar
Pollution, sin, and shame.

And it does beat all

bears trouble. Sere was i baby

» LE i”

-

THE Barra: A descriptive History of the
nomena of the Lite of the Globe.
By E het
of it’ himself.
Translated
by the late B.B. Woodward,
He was very unhappy, and he ‘biga. to, Reclus,
British Museum.
ustrated by two hundred
ad Shirly maps inserted in the oxty and twen‘be a little bit ashamed of himself. Besides, he | and
Yibree
printedin colors, New
was getling hungry. He wished his mother
ork: Harper &
Diuted 1871. Ro al octavo. pp. 567. Sold by A. Williams & C
would speak: tg him, but she didn’t.
She
was sewing on a 1ittlé coat, and singing to, Now and then, among the issues, iy ‘which
the press is teeming, there appears/a genuine
herself.
book, thatso stands out from the great
mass of *
Wilfred knew the little coat was for him. volumes as to arrest attention and make the
Usually he liked to hear his mother sing, world of intelligent readers grateful, ' This pro-’
but now he wished she would n't look so hap- duction of an eminent French author, which compy when he was so miserable. The more bines the thorough research that is’ symbolized

she had

for a dozen or two babies, but for hundreds

he ?

home ready.

es

something like a

the

He must see her again, and yet how

indeed

that - ever breathed.

with more

glorious

eyes again fixed on his in wistful yearning.
Nevermore this side the grave would they
beam on him again. He must follow. He
must find the place where she had gone.

et

j creature

to build,

them safe.
Perhaps you think he'd
time if he had but one door
there's a very good reason

can

He

him to stop,,and after a while he was

ised to try hard to be a good

hunts up a wife, as I told you. And-from
the day she comes till the eggs are hatched,

enjoyed

he

| about as bad as the other. |

d fo

“

bh

——

stove. Preséotls he begin to kick it with |
his foot. He knew his mother disliked the
noise, but he did n’t care. She did not ask

“Captain Snarly’s gone,” said Wilfred,

and strong all over. He

it is.all

had

Yet all these years

He not only builds a house, but he takes
** Poor little girl ! I hope I' didn’t hurt
her feeli
thought he, as he
ed at care of the babies himgelf, which is even

the trim

When

him.

abundant harvests ? Darling, it would be

siough totalk

ECA

stems,

end, round and smooth, and just big enough
to go in nicely.

the water

us the

my greatest rest and joy to know that you
“loved Him.”
““ Well, little one, there will be time

varnish.
Then he

left for

“Who gave us stremgth to labor, and sent
the early and latter rain, and gave

chosen

off the sticky stuff from his body.
It
wouldn’} be very nice plaster, if it remained
Oh, sticky, but it soon har dens, and looks like

that we are grateful te Him who geve it
as Christ only can give,—and having lost
all,” added Mary.
worldly joy, he became a most unselfish
“ I don’ know about that. Precious lit-

lips, and a sad look came into

RR, 1871.

ee

self against the inside wall, thus rubbing

was

to turn his life into the very ol
neat, ness.

white cottage and ample barn with its surroundings, they felt a thrill of pleasure in

proceeds

barrel, smooth

own, but what a horrible void

—Sunday School World.

The Suily Circ.

he

done, it is shaped

She wad enjoying | open.

her love, and had never once

The lesson they learned that night,—

near by,

ay

Then

| she had loved him. The latter thought was
exquisite pain. God had only taken his

Tis years since then, but they can not forget

the

ter.

joy,—this terrible anguish!
She is not
dead, it is only sleep ! His Mary, so full of
life this morning: Gone! Whither? And
he leftto grope his way in utter darkness
and despair alone! She always said He
was a God of mercy. Is this mercy P Ten
years of joy and happiness, only ten. For
the rest, pain and misery unutterable. He
entered the room where the
Joved form lay,
beautiful in her last sleep,—a stricken man,
bowed as with the weight of years,—and
gazed upon the peaceful face. There was

And when morning came, in their mother’s face | Giver.

at the

re

‘““and he isn’t ever'n ever coming back
with a gummy material that he has about again.”
him. - When he has enough of these funny
“I hope not,” said his other,
green bricks for a floor, all nicely glued to- |" Then Wilfred had his breakfast,, and he
gether, he goes to the bottom of the river, was sg@hungry he never once thought of
and brings up a mouthful of sand, which he | mince-pie.
scatters over the foundation. He continues
‘Afterward he sat down at his mother's
to bring sand, till the little platform is feet, and she talked to him a long time
weighed down, and made steady in the wa- about his naughty temper. Wilfred prom-

She had gone to One she loved better than

heart their

to

plants

: green bricks, the sides and top of his house.

it is too sudden to come in the

heavenly rest;

For they trusted God above,
And they knew that whatever He sent to them,
‘Was sent in mercy and love.

fastens

other

even plasters it by constantly rubbing him-

If it be Thy holy will;
*
But if Thou takest her up to Heaven

been to her husband,—strong,

strong stems to build to. *irst he .bites off

voice can only whisper, ** Whatis it ?” One

no trace of earthly pain.

And they slept that night with no fear of harm,

him from be-

When

“Dear Lord, please to let the baby ”,

Help us to love Thee still.”

stab

One glance at the man’s face, and all the
blood recedes from his own, and his hoarse

her work, and could not

Their beautiful baby Belle.

and

selects a nice place among the plants that
grow in the stream, where there are good

blow, and his worst fears are realized.
His Mary fell in a fainting: fit while about

The darling they loved so well,

looked back

foot.

| moment of a kind attempt at softening

For father and mother watched alone,

They read their answer well,
And thanked the dear Lord who
prayer,
:
And spared their baby Belle.

coming

enemy,

To begin with, he lives in a river, and he

thedoor ? The vines shadethe front door,
but she will be at the gate.
I wonder if the

The Children’s Prager.

young couple

as

-| came up to him, and made him feel her unselfish love so much that his day of business
looked long, and the night far off when he
could return to his pleasant home, and tell
her his thoughts.

I, face to face,

————

aimless souls. And yet they are written in such
an attractive style as will almost certainly. ren‘ So they both try-to dive, and the result is;
der them entertaining to the young,~—Gustavus
that they oppose each other with their noses,
Adolphus, who was one of the great and brilliant
and they often flap around a long time,
lights of the Reformation, is ‘ very admirably
nose to nose, neither of them able tg get he thought about it the worse, he felt. He by the Academy ivith the vivacity
that marks portrayed in this fine volume, and ought to hang
in every American boy’s mental picture gallery.
under,
began te cry Softly, but bs mother took no. the ordinary mental action of the French mind, 1 ~The story of Miss Tinné will be new to most
is one of peculiar interest and latge value, No"The moment one gets his nose the least notice:
where else have we met so.fine and exhaustive readers on this side of the sea, but it will be eabelow the other, he dives, and tries to stab,
Pretty soon he said, “On, dear, I wish I a presentation of the great facts and laws that gerly read by all who love adventure coupled
but if the ememy is quick enough, he will tould have the nosebleed, or somefin, so enter into the anatomy and physiology of the with Christian courage and womanly enthusiinstantly rise and avoid him. They are somebody'd care.”
globe on which we live, as this book Yields. asm,~—Lindsay Lee will help souls that are re.
ally plagued with skepticism and long to find
plucky little fellows, and hardly ever stop
‘People don't care much for Captain Physical Geography,in its broadest and most freedom from moral
servitude, and warn those
a
till one is dead.
Snarly any way,” said his mother.
I significant import, is here set forth,” Hall a doz- who tamper with temptation and set themselves
en
sciences
find
themselves
largely
unfolded
I must say, in excuse for Mr: Stickleshould like to hurt him myself, so ke would
to quarrel with the truth of God which rebukes
back, that he has reasén to be suspicious of | stay away, and let me keep my little boy here, Astronomy, ‘geology, meteorology, gla- their sin.——The four volumes about boys who
cial action, marine currents, &e:, &e., all secure
fought and won will
prowlers, for other fish are very fond of all the time,”
others to ‘battle with
proper attention and most effective treatment. evil and
find thg way to victory.——Mr, Vincent
eggs, to eat, and {t would be a poor father |. Wilfred thoudht it over. He and Cap- In the variety ard quantity of the information
that wouldn't fight to preserve the little tain ‘Snarly had a ‘little fight all by them- conveyed, in the breadth of view which is every- is as suggestive and practical as ever in his little:
book intended to aid the average country Sunday
ones from such « fate.
, selves by the stove. In a little while his where apparent, in the philosophical generaliza- school, which is generdlly in urgent need of aid.
tion
which
enlarges
the
mind
of
thie
reader,
in
the
Let me tell you how he builds his Bose,

hard blow for me,

to complain

the

low.

went back to their early days of friendship,

Of what it overtakes.

John

under

than I

Mary's left.. Life wouldn't be worth having
without her.” And - then, in thought he

But beckons; I rise up in haste;
My heart leaps panting with foretaste

\

It is a

but I suppose it is. wrong

No promise unto me she makes,

‘By sunlight
Of things
Within her
1 hear how
In words
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er
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bound up in him, and when he

She is so sweet, 80 sweet.
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The theology and psychology

ap-

pear to be sound, the tone is sufficiently positive,
the interest of the author in his subjec, and argument is unquestionable, and, po
of the
dryness of mere theologidhl statement and ‘ controversypits enthusiasm is
likely to communi cate itself to more or less ‘of his readers. His orthodoxy will not probably be called in question,
and some minds may be helped to clearness—
possibly also to dogmatism,

A

COMPARATIVE

HISTORY OF RELIGIONS, by JamesC. Moffatt,
D. D., of Princeton College’ ¥'Work on the RARE
MANUSCRIPTS, TRANBLAKIONS, ETC., OF THE
BIBLE;

the AUGUST STORIES, by J. acob Abbott,

and other books for youth,
Messrs. Scribner & Co.,

r
New York; announce

the speedy commencement: of a LIBRARY OF
TRAVEL AND ADVENTURE, edited by Bayard
Taylor, covering a wide field and embellished

with plenty of engravings; and also a THro-

LOGICAL AND PHILOSOPHICAL LIBRARY, edited

by Rev. Drs. H. B. Smith and Philip Schad.

Both these undertakings are very significant,
wind the character of the House and the thorough

qualifications of the editors assure us that the
large promisegis not to be followed by a small
and poor : performance, The last Serefen
project ‘especially will be hailedby cle

GUsTAVUS ADOLPHUS; the Hero of the Refor--| and well-trained theological students,
mation.
Mr
PP«

Krom the French of,L. Abelous. By.
A. Lacroix. Same Publishers, 16mo.

XE: or, what a
Tar HEROINE OF THE wapel
etch of the reworhan did and dared.
Toan.
mutkable} pavels oo ex Ty of Miss Al
nné,
of. ‘William Wells.
Raillery isi more insupportable than wrong ; gaan "Publishers. i6mo. pp. 207
‘9 ‘|
because we havea right to resent injuries, LINDSAY LEE AND HIS FRIENDS. A Story for
‘but are ridiculous in being angry at a jest. | the times, Same Publishers. 16mo, pp. 8:

\

——

Specimen pages of HoME WORSHIP, the new

and excellent subseription book about to be insued by Osgood & Co., Boston, indic te thy’ its

excellences.are to be ‘equally marked in the me-

“chanical and literary departments; Dri Thowmpson has put the results of large

J ample ob

servation, ripe experienced’ and’ excellent judg:

ment into the book.
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A Commercial department has been

in connection with this institution and
commence at the same date. Inst:uction will be given ~
in musie, instrumental and vocal.
the | Boarding and rooms for self-boarding, will be fur-
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WEST LEBANON

But, alas! what sad changes a few short
and
reveal, Her sickness was long

won the love and esteem of all Mi

her,

swinging lamp, which kept going out to the
Ld
merriment of all, but the torchlighs procesLucIiNDA C., wife of Horace W. Gorlon, and
© oo
of Amos and Polly Whiw.er,
sion was finally formed and we followeda | daughter
oung negro guide into pitchy darkness. | ton, N. H., died of Paralysis, in Stouc.am,

and scrubbing overalls ?

.

.

the festival. | ™IN®C:

And the archers, despite the circumstance | There were gathered together in the | By what laws of comparison do we infer
of their carrying a weapon with which bat- Lion House, Brigham’s chief counselors: that a woman who can stand at the ironing
table ten hours a day, with the thermometer
tles were fought and won, cultivate a gen- Old John Taylor, who stood by Joe Smith
tle craft.
The constant presence of ladies ‘when he was shot in Carthage Jail, and at 98 degrees in the shade, her stove on full
at the meetings and their honest share in was himself -wounded, and would - rather draught, and the windows cleged, lest the
the proceedings
tend to throw an air of un- take his chances in the open air than to go irons cool, can not pratticé the stoneusual suavity over the manners of the gen- ‘to a Gentile jail again—a2 tall, good-look- mason s trade for lack of physical strength ?
Did 1t ever occur to you that the woman
tlemen members. Clergymen do not de- ing, severe man, with gray hair, There
was George A. Smith, cousin to Joseph, who can sweep a room can drive an; omnispise ar¢hery.
Several curates have won
That the dust that she takes into her
prizes, and their white ties and black coats and, nextto Young, the highest man in bus?
seem to set off the forester’s garb of their the church, also a witness of the sack of lungs on Saturdays may possibly be as injulay rivals. Indeed, rectors have no ohjec- Nauvoo, a polygamist, but with wives— rious to them as the oversight and lifting of
tion to the bow being pulled upon their own a fat, aged, good-humored and rather weak trunks which would fall to her in the charSaint. There was Orson Pratt, the chief acter of a baggage master?
lawns.
And another eircumstance which
ought to commend archery is, that ladies theologidn and expounder, whose brother
What is to prevent the woman who can
and gentlemen of every age can indulge in Perley Pratt was shot deal by the Gentiles, faultlessly superintend the ¢‘ house-cleana venerable looking, Mosaic sort of man,
it. A glance at the hst of ‘prize winners
ing” of a large establishment from qualifywill often show that the married ladies oft- with flaming, beard, and large introspeet- ing herself for an ¢ able and lady-like” railen beat their unwedded
friends in the ive eyes, a Greek student, and a sort of road conductor ?
late
sport, and an attendance at a few meetings Mormon Matthew Henry. The natty and
Is a'woman who can take a large family
will familiazize those who are curiouson the flowery Dr. Newman.of Washington, who through the scarlet fever without assistance
point, with the appearanca of several portly came out here with six Hebrew roots ecare- likely to find herself too weak in body to
dames; who go as seriously and determin- fully committed to memory expectil@ to | bear the physical burdens incumbent itpon

along the alley, which
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RIDGEVILLE
COLLEGE.
FALL TERM begins August 22d and continues
weeks.

Tuition,

$6.00;

ship, $1.50 for twenty

Incidentals,

12

&

hy

$1 00; Penman-

fessons; Instrumental

p
£

Music,

with use of instrument, $11.00; Board, $3.00 per
week; Board in clubs, $2.00 or less; Rooms for seliboarding at reasonable rates.

She

{4
&
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N.B. Special instruction during this teri to students preparing for teaching.

presdirec-

:

WM. REED, Sec.

20

Ridgeville, Ind., J uly 8, 1871.
PIKE

Pike, Wyoming

an affec- | 22, 1571.

She was

8.00

wishing to board themselves.
y
JOHN H. SHAPLEIGH.

and friends, |

to mourn the loss of-a loving daughter,

180

- - - Penmanship, (12Musiclessons)
(20 lessons)

Instrument

Base, Secular or Sacred Music. .
Special attention given to those preparing for
College.
A
BOARD:
Good board may be obtained in private families at

a yoxt which S06 Yished
§
wed if SrZesable to the
speaker, after which she calmly
fell asleep
in
esus, leaving father and ar
and one broth

er, with a large circle of relatives

reid

Te
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tion in regard to her funeral service and selected

sky on a elear

hstarlit night, that T found it difficult to believe it was only the effect produced by the
light of the lamps on the crystalline [4
sum.

stronger and her

=- $4.00
3.50

en.

_Pianoforte or Urgan, by a teacherof large experience

died of consumption in New Portland, Me., Oct.
12, aged 17 yrs. Several weeks before her death
she was very peaceful and resigned.
She bore
her sufferings, which were protracted and very
severe, without a murmur or complaint, and as
she drew near the river of death her faith ‘grew
wished her grave clothes prepared in her
ence and dictated their preparation, gave

-
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sir a complete rpcourse
siring

SUSAN, daughter of Wm. H: and Sarah Stowell,

along, the bottomless pit was soon reached,

and excited our wonder as we stood on the
bridge of sighs by its edge, and watched a
torch fall to the frightful depth of one hundred and seventy-five feet. Above itis a
lofty dome. The star-chamber interested
me more than anything else, which you
must imagine as a long nurrow cavern. As
we entered it, the ceiling presented so ex-

TUITION :.

ap eh), iy will ve

Nov. b, |

resident of |

Landaff. In 1866 they
removed to Stoneham.
There being no F.
Baptist church there she
united with the M. E. church, of which she remained a member till death.
She leaves a husband and 5 children; also a large circle of friends
to mourn their loss. But while we mourn her
heve, we trust she sweetly rests in heaven.
+ ©
W. C. WHITCHER.

“mammoth,”

its size and grandeur faintly outlined by
the glare of our lights, impressing more
and more the longer we remained
in it.
Here is to be seen the Giant's Coffin, a huge
‘rock forty feet long, and from its shape and
size most appropriately named. Passing

actly
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Young, | her own
There was Joseph
They are never | Moses or Daniel.
joy archery for its own sake.
+ | and that we had better get our umbrellgs
i
gisigactod by any other object from the im- President of the Seventies, a lean face and | 4 }orse?
Is it any more unpleasant business to out, when to our astonishmeut, a black
mediate business in hand. They are never | low forehead, with a mouth like Abraham.
careless of a shot, and will not sacrifice a Lincoln’s—elder brother of Brigham Young. harness a horse than to be a nursery maid ? thunder-cloud rolled across the ky, but
These and-others, baked dry in : the fur- | Does not every housekeeping and home- | moved,
drehching us.
point to an attitude.
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back again without with
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soverely, as a pilot fearing dirty weather, | nace of old Mormon dangers which they | orking woman perform tasks as unclean- | The gifide then disappeared
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mugh more ease and freedom

Brigham Young as to his duty. Almost
unanimously they urged him that he must
never give himself up, the people would
rise if he were to be convicted, whether he
forbade them or no. Their counsel was to
cut the irrigating ditches, burn every Mor-
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consi ‘er-

com- | mit of the rock, where she viewed

The gentlemen archers, |

as a rule, wear

reached

the leg, and dragged him backward

idea is played with

the

en

You employ a man;

bound, he seized the unfortunate man by | land, éngages in no merchandise, cares for

Literal picturesqueness of this kindis esBut d

The race is stead-

;
| and
villages—munds—

Their

ily decreasing,
a

rock,on which he placed the
then began climbing up after

the rock, as furious as ever.

ing costumes. It is not at all good form
to come out
in the style of Maid Maran.
chewed.

They have few children.

with

able hight, when the lion gained the foot of | are to be found.

.

at only ' adit,i 4
varieties of
Ing

carry-

one man was left of all the party.
He,
more fortunate than the others, reached the

noneof the oder of salipeter about it; it is
easy to carry, and graceful to handle. A
pretty archeress, with her eyes sternly 'fixed upon the golden center, her figure erect,
and her little fist' gauntléted, would be a
‘motive cause for a thousand sonnets in the
days when every poet spoke of the arrows
which love shot into his heart. Then the

‘

half dead

terror.
In a moment more,
huts of an oval{ | leaves your house
with a, contented
departure
severe But
blowhisto loss
her husband
2868 Bi
SPOS public lectures of these institutions
)
re, the lion: was | consist ofLa a fewlew scattered
8
i
h
: heart, feels
deeplywashera loss,
is her whogain, || andculture.
The
after them, Theye was vo refuge and no | shape, situated in some secluded spot in | tO light up his own hearth with smiles and | 70%
"50H FC peaceful death of the un
are invalugble.
A. M. Joxes, Sec.
gladness. As you
pass along the street, Funeral services by the writer.
Lewiston, July,2, 1871.
defense ; and the wounded beast seized and the woods or fastnesses of the mountains.
N. C. LOTHROP.
you
meet
a
familiar
face
;
say’
‘“good
mornis
As
their
whole
employment
consists
in
_cartore in pieces one after another, until but

: show

Jt he same NG,

escaped,

them the bride,

tournament at the crystgl palace, who would | j50 with

have
attracted
Su
a more
mor) notice had
Ailnot

in Pot. EE

oS ie ohio

gh

but in ose short wodk he Wie uid 4s oD death

or

or cut the vest a little .too large,

women are iarge and coarse, | mug,

Then the | instinct.

went.

gardjess where their bally

Thete

read in done sporting Coliiemporaries.

F. SAGE, Cromwell, Conn.
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SHOT-GUNS.
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Write for YL List, 1to
Gun Vaterial.
Courses of study for | GREAT WE TERN GUN WORK, Pittsburgh, Pa.
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nyq wall] Torm will begin on Tue iday, Sopt. 5, une

doe i board of instruction;
both sexes complete.

"Lyndon, Vt, Aug. 1871.
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people take into their own

propose

hands the extermina-

tion of all such outlaw bands.

hi! dat’s.so.”

|

.

.

changes

The

** Hi!

water

than one foot, and
coast -of the sea
Many islands have
tended sand-banks

of great

magnitude

have

of the river has sunk more
many bogs on the northeast
have beén entirely drained.
joined the main-land, and exhave been formed.
Guryer,

be submitted to the legislature.

about

Roman

Catholic.

mission

to the United

States, whose tield of labor is to be exclusively
among the colored people, sailed from London
on Saturday. The party consists of four priests.

A woman

was burned to death in Lymm on

Friday night and it is thought she was murdereredby her husband and ‘the housé then set on
fire. - A coroner’s inquest is holding,
Alexis

has

arrived.

Svetland anchored

The

Russian’ Frigate

off the New York

lightship

shortly before midnight on Saturday.
She lef:
Madeira Oct. 10, and experienced strong head-

winds and heavy seas nearly the whole passage.
A black frost and cold weather have driven
from South Carolina al! apprehensions of further
trouble from the yellow fever.
The small pox is faging
to an alarming extent |
; in several counties in Maryland, especially amougthe negroes.

FOREIGN.
A despateh from Constantinople
hundred and eighty deaths from
week.

" Disraeli has been
University

of

elected

Glasgow

reports three
cholera last

lord rector of

over

the

Professor John

Ruskin.
Hundreds of persons attended the feast of Madeleine in Paris. The special mass heretofore
celebrated for the health of the Empress Eugenie was not performed.
No reason was assigned
for its omission.
Mr. Tom Hughes, M. P. for Frome, the wellknown writer, is heading a movement in Lon-

don to replace the Chicago library which was destroyed during the recent fire.
The North German Gazette (official) says that
eabinet changes at Vienna will in né respect affect the relations between Re courts of Vienna and Berlin.
:
The British government has granted a pension
of £300t0

the

children of Dr.

African explorer.
heard from, was
the coast.
g

Livingstone,

Dr. Livingstone,

when

slowly making his way

the

last

toward

It is now said of the Pope of Rome
that he intends to pretest
to the European powers against
certgin acts of the Italian government, in violstion of international law and of the dignities and

rights of the countries concerned.
The

government troopsof

Mexico

have been

defeated by cavalry near Saltillo. The road between Monterey and Saltillo has been fortified,
and preparations for an

attack are

reported.

It

is said that. Carnahal will head a revolution in
Tamaulipas. .
The American residents and sojourners- at
Fraokfort:on-the<Main ‘have remitted = through
Consul Webster $12,600 in gold, for the relief of

. Chicago sufferers,
lately

received

Ten thousand doltars were
trom

the

Havana

for the same object, apd the

consulate

egate of the con-

«tributions through the State department will ex© ceed $60,000.
The appointment of Count von Beust as iia]
trian ambassador at London is said to have been
made with & view

of effecting a protective

-against

A

alli-

ance between Austria, Russia and Great Britain
Prussia.

conference

between

repre-

sentatives of the governments named will shomly
be held in London.
Turkey is ‘Advancing in the ways of siollern
civiligation. In view of the railways which are
soon to be constructed there by foreign capitalists,
the Porte hus issued a firman to. improve the.

harbors, make navigable the rivers, build new
roads and repair old ones, and establish lines of
connection from different parts of the country.
Another coal-pit explosion has taken place in
England,by ‘which Six or more Yves were lost.

It gecurred on Wednesday in a golliery at Wi-

gah, bub luckily at an hour after the miners. had
left the place, or the loss of life would have been
very great. 1
Ina letierto the ‘London TTmes
of the 1st instant,
‘Bushien, Persia, September 23, an
English offiéial states that the people there are
more emaciated than ever, At least twenty-five
hundred besiege'the English resideney for. food
morning,
and in their rush actually crush- |

SE
Young

men» duh
21st. | Infants and
skilieen bon Iria about the streets,

in lan-

in his

man-

ners.
No class of citizens can have,~and none do
have, so much leisuré and so many opportunities

In St. Petersburg, the

.600,000, only

population

12 persons

ofwhich

were

is

murdered,

last year; 55 destroyed
themselves; 98 were
drowned;
145 died of intemperance, ahd 149
perished by various accidents.
In the capital of
Russia it is very rare for a man to be killed in a
riot, to which, indeed, the soil is not at all favorable.
THe Prime Minister of Hungary, Count Andrassy, while in exile in London, supported himself by giving lessons on the guitar, and was
often so poor that he went hungry and wandered about the streets of the great city all night,
not having money enough to pay for a lodging.

Darwin’s

theory has led to the extinction of

one member of the human race, at any rate.

A

man drowned himself in England, leaving a note
in which he stated that the Darwinian theory had
“ proved men to be descended from monkeys,
and therefore he did not wish to live any longer.”
The contract between Switzerland and a copartnership of German bankers for the construction of the Mount St. Gotthard tunnel has been
completed.
The work is twice the length of the

Mont Cenis tunnel, and difficulty is anticipated
at Andermott in ‘passing under the beds of rivers.

The company is to raise $20,400,000 and the

governments interested will grant a subsidy of
$17,000,000. The peaks which are to be tunneled
vary in hight from 8750 to 10,900 feet. From the
summit of the Pass of St. Gotthard four rivers,
the Rhine, Rhone, Reuss xnd Tessin, have their
sources; and the * Devil’s Bridge” on the north
slope of the road witnessed several engagements
| betweer the French and Russians in 1799.
The
carriage road, still kept in excellent Fepair; iis in
constant use by travelers.
|

daily during

the season,

than

if he at-

tempts to keep going fourteen hours. Because a
man has been laboring all day in the dirt, it does
not follow that he must sit loungingly all the ever
ing in the apparel of a ditcher. A man can lip ofi”
his working dress,wash and brush up and be dressed, ready for the sittibg-room, in fifteen minutes.
Young men gnd boys who must frequently labor
at dirty work, should be taught to dress aecording to their duties; then, whenthe day is ended,

put on a suit that is not unbecoming in the reception-room. After boys have been led on in manual employments, they should be taught that they

have delicate

bodies

to be cared for.

An effort

should be made to elevate them in the scale of being toa higher and nobler manhood. Don’t keep
boys on the go from early dawn till bed time. Let
the duties of the day be judiciously laid out; so

that every one can
and

how

mahy

see what is to be performed,

hours may

be

appropriated

the

which

who

manhood

associates

with

mind, and

cultivating

will mold

uncouth

laborers, if

States and

if the large estimates d® the yield will be realized. Oatshave been an abundant crop generally,

it much cheaper in
color still flies from
at Metz, and the few
to the lofty pinnacle

and corm, although
injured in some places by
a-dry summer, will be greatly above the average,
In European countries, with the exception of

Belgi-

the

idea that he was the ex-Emperor Napoleon, to
whom he hore a resemblance in facial‘expres-.
sion, mustache, and imperial.
The unfortunate
man was nearly killed in the melee, and the Ge-

neva. journals now apologize for thé affront to
the stranger, who turns out to be the Mayor of
Brussels.
The attention of right-minded men in England
is greatly occupied with

intemperance.

The

the fearful

increase

of

amount of direct expendi-

ture for intoxicating drinks in 1869 was over
562,000,000 and over $2,651,000,000 for the four
years, being an increase of over $140,000,000 a
year as compared with the four years ending

1861. In the last four years the nation spent
$255,000,000 for calico, showing that a sum equal
to nearly $75 for every man, woman and child
was spent for drink,while only about an average
of $8 was spent for cotton goods. There are
186,096 houses licensed to sell drink,

house out of every 73 in the country,
every 182 of the population.
grain destroyed in producing

being

ome

or one

to

The amount of
the. drink manu-

factured in 1869-was estimatedat 70,000,000 bushels, sufficient to have made 1,050, 000, 000 loaves’ of
.
bread.
DIFFERENT KINDS OF ENGRAVING. ¢ Ling”
engraving is of the highest od
All great engravings are done in ¢ line”
ply straight
lines. Next comes “line” and * stipple.” *Stipple” means dots—small dots like this:
‘
. + These small dots are used to

expect that the

foreign

Southern

Illinoig, and

may

drovers are

understand

and

practice

both

nose and wound out angd out like a water-spring,

until it ended in the border of the picture.

Mezzotint engravingsture produced thus: The

steel or copper is made rough

like fine

sand-pa-

pe

Great Britain and

etchers.

Almost

all the great painters

were

Etching is done thus: The copper or

steel plate is heated and covered with black varnish. The engraver then seratelies off this varnish with sharp needles, working on the surface
as he would on paper with a penei . Nitric acid
is then poured over the plate, and it eats away
at the eteel or copper wherever the needle has |
seraped off the varnish, When’ the varnish is
removed
with spirits of turpentine, the engravfg
see i uen Hiner on he pie :
‘ |
SE

=
ht)

i

of the present

year there were exported from the port of

New

York, 13,611,916 bushels of wheat ; 1,572,708 bush-

els of corn, and 1,081,226 barrels of wheat flour.

The Lee Gleaner says that two
pounds of trout have been sold from
trout pond in Hinsdale, Mass.,

atb0

cents:

per.

pound.

the

The

hundred
Tracey's

past

of the

New

from the whey,

pressed

into

readily

whey will begin to separate; then it is removed
and another batch ay be treatéd in the same
mannner,

gid

In ‘summer some uee large cong Davin a spiggot near the bottom ; the sour milk is placed in

he ¢ans, and allowed to stand In" the sum to

yr

£
838
mx’d.
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THE NAME

(whichis a first-rate one) will be duly announced.
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BOOK

NEW

(which is superior to any yet Joduced) is by
THEODORE E. PERKIN
REV. ALFRED TAYLOM. and
PROF. C. W.SANDERS

tri7

E.

‘Wholesale Prices for the week ending,

PERKINS,

143 Sth’ Sgreet, New

MARKET.

.

The price will be $30
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1
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000 tons produced in 1868;) corn, 900,000 bushels ;
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¥ Ton......20 00 @3300
Country
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son : hay, 800,000 tons, (equal in quality to 1,000,-
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Canary...
SPICES.
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riculture at Pittsfield, and it is hoped many of
the members of the board will attend.
The Maine Farmer makes the following estimate of the crops of that State for the past sea-

Aimmediate-| -

ly. In good weather, when milk at,

i

pond was first

be held at North Adah, Dec. 9th,—the last day

in

thicken, the sour ‘milk may be put fn auitable
Toma se in hot water over. the
The
then stirred for a few min: (on, when the

Western

Wheat, west’

i
0. DITSON & CO., Boston,
C. HK. DITSON & CO, New York.
tf47.

of the session of the Massachusetts Boardof Ag-

small fancy shapes, and eaten when fresh, or
soon after itis made. Some people are very
fond of Dutch cheese or curds, and the proeoss
of manufacturé isso simple and 80 well known,
that we supposed every “good housewife ” was
‘well posted in regard to its make.
The ‘milk is allotwe to sour and become \op-

ready for the

FISK

~

Wait]

Yorker

balls or molded
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afraid of .touching

Rural

Boxngfare

bu.
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‘Southern yell.

and November.

Only alittle while, and the NEW SINGING
Day Schools will be ready.

season,

stocked with trout two years ago.

To produce soft effects this rough surface
ped off. If you want a white place or
ring or thick,
?
nid.
d, which
fi ar in your engraying, scrape the surky the ik dead, eurds
face smooth, then the ink will not touch it. If Jering ar the ‘
ted or otherwise to suit
you want faint eolor; scrape off a little. Such are then utivired
engravings look like lithographs.
the taste, and
in small molds or formed
into’
A
when it is
Etching is adapting to homely and familisr with the bi
sketches,

——
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Method has been
bof 19 years before
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and highly recom.
Soul fully propuredsteadil
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f
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OHNey
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N,
burg, Fa., Chicago, ni. or St. Louis, to.

With us

it a profitable fertilizer.
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Jacksons,...
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the best practical illustrations of its benefit can
be found in some localities in Pennsylvania.
Its:
continued use has proved that the farmers deem

~- —Pnuteh Cheese.
A correspondent

Hagvey Fisk,
A. 8. HATCH.

If a farmer were on a
or four years to remain,
he used lime, to apply
hundred bushels per
application.
The soil

During the first nine months

Soft Shell...

Orders for Investment Stocks and Bopds executed

in contact

on the Continent.

3 00gs3

¥

at the Stock Exchange, Government Securities bought
and sold, as usual, at current market rates.

it may be

and use up its vegetable matter quickly.
For
most cases, this principle will hold good—viz.,
lime heavily at the first dressing, and follow it
with frequent applications of small doses.
We do not now recall any experiments which
determine the value of lime in this country as a
fertilizer: In Europe it is used largely, both in

stock. —Am. Ag.

tage cheese,
in some sections called Dutch theese
or curds. It is the curd of sour milk drained

The masters

is well

would be thus stimulated to produce large crops,

have to

it.

“line” and “‘stipple.” Claude Mellan engraved,
in 1700, a full head of Christ with one unbroken
line. This line commenced at the apex of the

applied.
"To illustrate:
leased farm, having three
it would pay him best if
it in doses as large as two
acre, making only ome

of the
corn,

Itis very hard to engraye a face in lines, simply,

and only master engravers have ever undertaken

come

do. Bowl
Butter,

and the Chesapeake and Ohio Bonds, in exchange,
will be sent by return Express, chargeg paid.
Deposit accounts of banks, bankers and others received. on which we ALLOW INTEREST at the rate of
Com. ase. 85
FOUR PER CENT. PER ANNUM. Check# drawn on us
Ex. sizes.. ..
are payable on presentation, without notice, the same
as at a National Bank,
Do. refined. .
Certificates of Deposit, bearing interest at special pe: sheet ¥ B..
Russia, sheet..
rates
to be agreed upon, will be issuedto Savings |
Banks, Institutions, Trustees of Estates, and others
having sums 6f money awaiting investment,

curs,
The use of lime in heavy doses acts partly as a
stimulant to the soil, and enables. the farmer to
extract much more from it during three or four
years following than he would if no lime were

get rid of a portion of theirstock, yet we do not
look for any necessary sacrifice of values on
that account.) Kansas is full of cheap cattle
from Texas, and

not

ney

Fiogay dressed...6} @..
PRODUCE.
Apples, dried db 7 @&..
sliced: v.
9a. B..

Almonds—

BONDS.

CENTRAL PACiFIG.

ly expel ammonia, but if the two substances be
covered with a few inches of soil, no waste oc-

Missouri, the drouth

others

It should

Rye Flour....5
Corn Meal... .4
FRU IT.

+ 1750
@i8 00 _

any respectable, Express Company at our expense,

with unfermented manure in the air, as it rapid-

de-

wants to know how ‘‘ Dutch Curds are made,” to
which it replies: We sappose this inquiryis
eoncerning the make of what is knownas cot-

lighten up the high parts of the face or drapery.

| the surface soil.

great fire in Chica-

possibly

or

Illinois and "Ohio,
choice extra, 8
Mich. and Indian:
choice extra, 8 2

each; interest six per cent , goldy payable Jannary
and July, in New York City.
We buy and sell FIVE-TWENTIES, TEN-FORTIES.
EIGHTY-ONES, and CENTRAL or WESTERN PACIFICS,
or refleive them in payment for CHESAPEAKE AND
OH10 BONDS at their curpent market price.
Orders for Chesapeake and Ohio Bonds, accompanied with Drafts or Checks, may be forwarded to us
by mail. Bonds or money may be forwarded by

spread inthe field before it is first plowed, snd

has seriously shortened the hay crop and’ Jate
pasturage, and generally
throughout the country
hay is scarce. In the Kast, the deficiency is
paffly niade upamong the more thoughtful and
forehatided farmers by means of other ‘fodder
crops, and though

cultivator;

do. 4

choice do..

500, $1000; either coupon orgregistered ; inter-

“The

after the }4M plowing, and work it well into the

soil wid harrow and

medium

accrued interest

THESAPEAKE AND OHIO BONDE are issued int
8100,

mixed with the soil, and kept near the surface.
On new soils, or those containing much vegetable matter, its effect is strongly marked ; also on
subsoils broughtto the surface.
As lime requires some time to produce its effects on the soil, it should be applied as long as
possible before the crop is sown and worked.
If
used on a fullow for wheat, it is best to spread it

reacting in the arket very much on each other,
necessarily rise and fall together. Any rise iin
pork, then, will favorably affect corn. Throughout

i

is applied

it

PACIFIC

est six per cent, gold, payable

sandy.

is almost

it

ed crops.
- The effect of lime is greatest when

of this crop. But we find throughout the West.
ern States that hogs are abundant. These will
furnish a means of consuming a large preportion
of the excess, and as pork is very low, a large
demand will probably arise which will ease the
go has consumed a eonsiderable amount
Jarge
stock en hand there; pork amd

action

and

West'rn sup.
com. extras

Stages

the net receipts of the road for the year will be nearly three times the interest payments thereon

richer and more palatable to stock.
1It.is especially valuable ir old meadows that are filled
with moss and coarse grasses.
It improves the
quality and hastens the maturity of most cultivat-

tained for wheatand flour. As European populations can not be induced to use corn as an arti.
cle of food, it wouid .be unwise to look to them
as a means for disposing of the certain abundance

The

its mechanical

is said to make all fodder to which

mand,though it will probably be good, will not be
excessive, and that present prices may be main-

market of the surplus.

light and

(93

Worth fully One Hundred

reverse,
It alters the natural produce of the.
land by killing some kinds of plants and fay oring
others; it extirpates heath, moss, sour herbage,
and brings up a sweet and tender growth, and

in England,where the wheat crop 1s undoubtedly
below the average, a good yield has been secured.

therefore

already

low price

esextra

PROVISIONS.
Beef—Mess,
Western. . +12 00 @13 pw
« 14 00.416 00

We continue to buy and séll CENTRAL PACIFIC
BONDS at the market ‘price,and fullyexpect they. will,
in time,reach the price of Five-twenty Bonds. They
are dealt in at all the principal money-centers of the
world, the Company have none left, and can issue
no more, on their Main Line, as the amount was fixed
by act of Congress at $25,885,000; the property
pledged to secure the bondholders is

favorable, and to the latter not unfre quently the

France, where the crop is seriously deficient, and
We may

as are

To the former,

chinch-bug in certain localities, and it is duobtfu)

import coal from Belgium, though $hey could get

The people of Geneva beset an unlucky

the CENTRAL

—

Lime exists in all fertile soils, and its presence

Canada have

feelings fully as strong as ever in the Province
of Lorraine.
Some of the manufacturers still

an, who recently visited Switzerland, under

occupa-

is considered indispensable to the growth of vegetation.
The need of supplying it to the soil will
be seen when
we reflect that every crop removes a quantity.
The effect of lime is both mechanical and |
chemical.
It opens and renders freer such soils |
as are stiff and clayey, while it increases the po-

rosity of such

present

Ft

‘from Nov. 1), which is about twenty per cent. less than
Flve-twenties, with equal certanity of payment y driinterest and principal.
We recommend them to our friends and customers
with the same confldence with which we'have always
recommended the UNITED STATES GOVERNM ENT and

In response to a correspondent who ‘asks us
to say something about the uses of lime on land,
we give some of the principles which should govern in its application, gleaned from Johnston’ 8
Agricultural Chemistry:

have
crops

The Paris journals represent the anti-German

so for any amountof money.

Sr

Cropsma
and Prices.
throughout the United

Their

the subsequent workings will incorporate it with
he:is|

not daily brought undér the refining and elevating restraints of education and refined society,
— Observer.
\

¥rom a careful revision of all that we
seen, read, and heard, we gather that the

will secure

whose

when the road is

The same vate of interest as Five- sont
,- Principal and interest both payable in Uni
gold coin in New York City.
;

3

Salmon, tee..27
FLOUR ANI
St. Lows, sup.
Medium....

JSinished.

Lime as a Fertilizer.

the boy

been in the main satisfactory, not to say abundanf. The wheat crop has suffered somewhat
from the drouth early in the season, and from the

the Sarre. The French trithe summit of the Cathedral
natives capable of climbing
to take it down, refuse to do

er and more healthy than those
tion deprives them of sunlight.

endless routine of irksome drudgery. Parents
and guardians should make an etfort to prevent
the prevalent notion in the minds of most farmer's boys, that almost any quiet place is more
desirable than home.
Let suitable books be
provided for the young.
Let them be taught
that after a few hours have been spent in manuby way of improving

~ Great Popuiarizy and
a
a highAh price

re-

you from many heavy bills of the doctors, and
give you health and vigor which no money can
procure It is a well established fact that people who live much in the sun, are usually strong-

every job. Farmers should strive to divest their
sons of the notion that their livelihood is but an

the rough

But

that pure water, fresh air, sunlight, and

homes kept free from all damfiness,

to

al labor they have important duties to perform

cost money.

qt. 4

Mackerel, ige.7
Do. shore. 6

®

refined

hours

has given you liberty and life and schools.”

once on the sea-coast, is now six versts inland.

A

be

River.

question; it

The committee of seventy in New York are
preparing a new city charter and election law, to
The grand jury at Chicago has refused to indict General Sheridan or any other military or
civil officer for the shooting of Colonel Grosvenor in that city.
A special detective has gone from New York
_to Europe to secure the arrest of Andrew J.
Garvey.

may

taken place during the past ten years in thre -distriets adjoining the Caspian Sex and the Ural

friends, you did not understand my

Geological

that the

tanned,

courteous and polished

member

which

N

supREsey

the existence of Ku-Kiux, and

his brow

to read, to write, to study, and'to hecome wiser
and better, as tillers of the soil, if they will seize
the leisure moments.
Every farmer and farmer's son may, if he will, appropriate at least two
to four hours every day to reading, writing and
useful study.
Ten hours is as long as any “person can labor profitably for any one.
A.manuallaborér will perform more by working only ten

zations, if any there are in South Carolina.
It appears from Georgia papers that much
alarm prevails under the apprehension that the
President will proclaim partial law in that State.
Even the democratic papers there acknowledge

and

guage, and

be good or useful

@
@
"

ggen

can Government for the past two years,and what
has it Ziven you?
* Nuthin’!.nuthin’! taxes!
taxes! taxes!” yelled a hundged negroes.
* My

incident to the wearisome labor of\a
long and
sultry day accomplishes an equal tas
than one hour.
More auspicious times Have
“dawned on farmers. The problem has long ago
been solved, that he who directs the operations
of husbandry, even if his hands are calloused

1 "50

Glue

pt

every person thereunder, and earnestly and solemnly declared its disapproval of all sueh organi-

cently addressed a erowd of negroes at Austin,
Prompted by Gov. Davis, who sat at his elbow,
he said: ** My friends, you have hada Republi-

fatigue

fhe

Modan,

..

Hg utty. antabinane

ggugdgesz

the established laws of the “land or the rights of

re-

enduring
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tion or combination for the purpose of violating

school

without

mounts
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organiza-

Radical

an easy seat, and

body he now

Mous.deLaines
Carpeting

The total amount of the FIRST MORTGAGE
BONDS, which we are uow selling, is FI¥fEEN Mir.
LIoN DOLLARS, of which“ONLY ABOUT FoUR MiLLIONS'REMAIN UNSOLD, the proceeds of which,
with the cash on hand, will be ample for
the completion of the Entire Line.
The inducements they offer to investors are:
A perfect Security,

be in bright sunlight, so that the eyes are protected by veil or parasol, when inconveniently
intense.
A sun bath is of far more ‘importance
in preserving a healthful condition of the body
than is generally understood.
A sun bath cost§
nothing, and that is a misfortune, for people are
deluded with the idea that those things only can

Wt

823 aTsagay

to any

of the

organized

fic. will be fully $30,000.00.

Be uncomfortable to the eyes. And walks should

.

«1

Cotton Flannel. 12 8. . 9
Printss inven 10.6
12 Whiting—
Tioking......... 1 a. 30 | Boston...... 2 00
4
Ginghams
y
hi French Yellow..

The total cost of the entire road, and the large
equipment required for its mineral and ‘through traf-

the. sun to see all day long. His presence should
never be excluded, except when so bright as to

A

SSH8

The South Carolina association of survivors of
the rebel army, at its meeting at Columbia, last
week, resolved that at no time
had it given

politician

our housekeepers. No article of furniture should
ever be brought to our homes too delicate for

Lo

cwwe

A Texas

delicately

upon

zine,

6660

to understand the best mode of treatment.

have no . conection

‘countenance or encouragement

After lingering in a

of the sum, freely, as well as building those early
and late fires, could be properly impressed

iain. I
Sheetings ny Shirtings—
13 @&.

coal to the Ohio River for the Western markets,
The earnings of the Eastern Division of 227 miles
as a local road, awaiting the completion of the Mid.
dle Division of 100 miles, will reach, this year, nearly
$890,000.

“We wish the importance of admitting the light

irresistible power over the' elements whith he
handles. Instead of making a machine of his
own

.

ag

to

his flesh soon turns spotted.

“debilitated state for about two weeks, the patient
yl
begins to recover.
The doctors say the symptoms are new and strange, and they are ata loss

Kate Leehan,
und committed to jail without bail
for examivation'on the 24th inst. The man arrested in Salem proves
with the affair.

A new and strange disease has made its appearance in the neighborhood of: Corydan, ¥ndiana. The patient is taken with a chill, alternat‘ed with hot flushes of fever, and followed by
such excruciating soreness of the muscles that
he can hardly be turned on a shéet.
He experi:
ences the most intense abhorrence for food. and

e ‘developments of science and ihe improvve:
Te A in the mechanic arts, new viéws have
supplanted ‘the erroncous
notions of many of
our ancestors,
Now, the impression is prevalent that the science and the art of agriculture require young men and boys of -energy and talent.
With the change which time has ‘wrought, the
ence plodding tiller of the soil has been elevated
in his calling,” so that he sees and feels that
mind, brains and education give him an almost

G—

y pure 10 @. 10
y purer. 11 @. n
@.
und in ofl"
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arraigned Wednesday
court for the murder

as

A

Mrs. Beecher says, in Christian Union:

@..

Am. d
Groun

0060

Michael Cusick was
the Roxbury municipal

nications are made by lightning, and nearly
they were conducted years ago hy mail,

which

and traffic, and for the transportation of Kanawha

Pies

drown herself last week.

is
to

rate of 100,000 miles per year. At this rate of increase it will not be many years $ill all commu-

changes

which in a short time will be ready for general travel

>

head to pieces with
an axe. The
mother
probably insane, as she ‘made two attempts

at the

But with the

GREAT EAST AND WEST TRUNK wavs,

The Sunlight.

poe wrought by revolving years, and with

;

eeeEed

‘Warfield

made

2a £004 farmer.
Bh

of 100 miles of the Extension of this

be
Lal

Francis

additions being

learn, and

@e

R. I., Mrs.

took her young child to a shed and chopped his

to which there are

to

York.

sconnace

Potter Palmer
announces his determination
not only to rebuild all his destroyed structures,
but to considerably extend his building operptions om the south side,
He has unshaken confidence in Chicago’s future, and intends to take
advantage of the present situation to help rebuild
4he city on a scale of architectural magnificence
far surp: assing z the Chicago of the past.

there are 450,000 miles in- Burope, 180,000 in
America, 14,000 in India, 10,000 in Australia, and
30,000 of submarine cable. Total, 684,000 miles,

to be slow

not so brilliant and ambitious as is degirable, it
would be the hight of folly to attempt to educate
him for any of the stations occupied by lawyers,
physicians and ‘clergymién,.
yet, he would make

81., New

¥

-the legislature .of Georgia.
He is a moderate
democrat and was elected by a large, majority.

A correspotident has been figuring up the
‘miles of existing telegraph wires,
It appears

happened

No b, NASSAU

The Rails are being laid on the Western Division

cheese finds
a ready sale, and quite a profit is
made by certain batter-makers in tering their
sour milk into this product,

0 @.. 0
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The Hon, Thomas M. Norwood. of Savannah
has been elected to the United States Senate by

At Blackstone,

Paragraphs.

rebuild on

man

a strong, villainous smell, it is regarded as most
delicious: by those who have acquired a taste for
eating it in this state. - In some markets cottage

Cuba,
a9.
do.
Porto

«

free’

Sometimes this kind of cheese is potted and
left to decompose, and when it has acquired

e £32:

of expense to every family who will
their lot, recently devast&ted by fire,

young

author-

of 8000 feet of lumber

<OF.THE

CHESAPEAKE AND OHIO" RAIL
ROAD COMPANY,

8&8

of Wisconsin has

.

into balls
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Governor Fairchild

ized the furnishing

signed.

when it is pressed

with the hand, or molded into forms.

all classes of citizens, that the tiller of the soil,
from the nature of his livelihood, must be uneducated, rude in speech, and uncultivated in mane
ners,—u mere ‘‘ hewer of wood and a drawer
of water.” Tn that twilight of the * Dark Ages,”
universal conviction was also that if a boy or

a

Poti

ed of the whey,

conviction; among

Pd
g Se

in gilding the ball on the dome of the California
capitol.

throwh upon this strainer cloth’ are soon drains
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Three hundred dollars in gold coin was used

i

It was
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thirty
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consisted

bales of cotton, valued at $300,000.

redeem
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Charleston

year
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For the week ending, Nov, 15, 1871.
CANDLES.
MOLASSES.

Bankers and Firiancial Agents

curds
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* for Liverpool last Tuesday,

left

meéxt

The
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which

early

is placed,

Markets.

oan ctoaert

Sea

of a ship

will

millions sterling of yar claims, hdlf of it in January and February,
|
Tt 1s announced
in the London Standard that
negotiations between the British and French
‘governments for the modification of the commborcial treaty has been Uroken of. No cause is as-

which a. strainer cfoth
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to separate the whey , which may thén be drawn
off through the spiggot. The curds are then re-
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A foreign ship recently arrived in N. Y, harbor
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Ne ews Summary.

| disturbances in Paris are partially aided: It is
| reported that the bank of France intends to doube
| le-its capital, making it three hundred and sev-
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$1.50.
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Pamphlet’s containing PATENT LAWS with

| full directions how to obtain Patents free.
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